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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a study of the distribution of the electric 
current (I), potential (<£) and field (E) in the ionosphere for the 
'observed' distribution of field-aligned currents (j,,). The field- 
aligned current represents one of the most important aspects of the 
coupling between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere.
On the basis of magnetic records from the TRIAD satellite, it is 
found that the poleward field-aligned current is more intense than the 
equatorward current, the average ratio being 2:1. By using this, to­
gether with the known direction of j„, the current continuity equation 
V • I = j„ is solved for several models of the ionosphere with one or 
two high conductive annular rings. The following results are obtained:
1) The actual field-aligned and ionospheric current system is
a complicated combination of current systems proposed in the past. The 
amount of the N-S closure is determined by the amount of the equator- 
ward j„. The amount of the E-W closure depends mainly on the conduc­
tivity distribution.
2) The N-S closure current has a large westward deflection, con­
tributing significantly to the westward electrojet. In the evening 
sector, the eastward electrojet can be totally attributed to a similar, 
eastward deflection of the N-S closure current. The models with two 
different conductive annular rings can reproduce the Harang discontinuity.
3) The present models can reproduce the electric field profile 
across the polar cap, observed by satellites.
4) The degree of the penetration of the high latitude convection 
electric field into lower latitudes depends significantly on the presence
iii
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of the high conductive belt and its location with respect to the 
field-aligned currents.
5) The distributions of the ionospheric current, potential 
and electric field during early phases of the substorm are simulated 
by a series of models, and the results are interpreted in the light 
of the above conclusions, (l)-(5).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Various types of three-dimensional current systems associated with 
the magnetospheric substorm have been proposed in the past. For con­
venience, these may be classified into six types (a), (b) (f), as
schematically indicated in Figure 1.1. Types (a), (c) and (d) are 
essentially the same, and were originally proposed by Birkeland. The 
major feature is a pair of field-aligned currents interconnected by 
an E-W segment of ionospheric current. Type (b) was proposed by 
Chapman, and the current system is entirely confined on a spherical 
shell (the ionosphere). Alfven type (c) is a combination of two 
Birkeland types (in fact, Birkeland considered such a combination). 
Bostrom type (1) in (d) is essentially the same as (a), but he examined 
the closure of the field-aligned currents in the magnetotail.
The Bostrom type (2) in (e) is significantly different from (a)-(d),
in that he proposed a pair of field-aligned currents closed by a N-S
segment of ionospheric current. Further, an E-W ionospheric current is 
generated between the feet of the two field-aligned currents and closes 
across the polar cap and the middle- and low-latitude belt. (Thus, it 
is a purely two-dimensional current system.) The Zmuda-Armstrong type 
in (f) consists of two such pairs of field-aligned currents, one in the 
evening sector and the other in the morning sector.
In determining the relationship between the field-aligned currents
and the ionospheric currents, it is vital to know accurately the distrib­
ution of the field-aligned currents. Therefore, in the first part of the 
present thesis (Chapter II), TRIAD satellite data are analyzed.
1
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3The TRIAD satellite is the first polar orbiting satellite to 
carry a tri-axial magnetometer. Armstrong and Zmuda (1973) and 2muda 
and Armstrong (1974a) have already reported some initial results on the 
local time dependence (averaged over 3-hour intervals) of the field- 
aligned current distribution. In their third paper (Zmuda and Armstrong, 
1974b), they examined characteristics of the field-aligned currents and 
showed that downward and upward field-aligned currents appear as a pair 
at all local times (except in the noon sector).
In this thesis, some new results of the study on TRIAD satellite
data are reported. This study began as a joint project with Zmuda and 
Armstrong in January 1973 by establishing a mobil tracking station at 
the Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska, Fairbanks. This partic­
ular report is based on records of 206 passes along the Alaska meridian 
(January to May, 1973).
The second part of the thesis (Chapters III, IV and V), examines 
how the observed distribution of the field-aligned currents is related
to ionospheric currents. For this purpose, the ionospheric current
distribution I is computed by solving the continuity equation
V • t -  j„
for specific distributions of j„ for several model ionospheres. This 
equation has been studied extensively for various ionospheric models 
and various 'driving sources' to examine the convection pattern of mag- 
netospheric plasma (Fejer, 1964; Jaggi and Wolf, 1973; Swift, 1967 and 
1971; Vasyliunas, 1970 and 1971; and Wolf, 1970). The results will be 
discussed first in terms of the rotation of the potential distribution 
in the polar cap and also of the penetration of the polar cap electric
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4field to lower latitudes. The results will be also discussed in detail 
by referring to various model calculations of the ionospheric current 
systems (Iwasaki and Nishida, 1967; Mal'tsev et al., 1973; Maeda and 
Maekawa, 1973) and three-dimensional current systems which have been 
proposed in the past. In particular, a set of models are shown to simu­
late variations of the ionospheric currents during a magnetospheric sub­
storm.
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CHAPTER II
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS
2.1 TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF TRIAD DATA
A complete description of the TRIAD instrumentation can be found 
in a paper by Armstrong and Zmuda (1973): the orbit of this polar
orbiting satellite can be considered to be circular at an altitude of 
800 km. Outputs from the three magnetometer axes are sampled sequentially 
at a rate of 2.25 samples/axes/second to a resolution of 12y. When the 
satellite passes over Alaska, the orientation of the magnetometer is 
such that the three sensors point approximately in the magnetic east-west, 
north-south, and parallel to the main field directions, respectively, 
during the period when the data used in the present analysis were ob­
tained.
As has been shown by Armstrong and Zmuda (1973), the largest magnetic 
perturbation at auroral latitudes is primarily in the magnetic east-west 
direction. Thus, the total perturbation field arises mainly from field- 
aligned current sheets which lie extensively in the magnetic east-west 
direction.
Figure 2.1 provides an example of typical TRIAD data, together with 
relevant data [such as the orbit projected at a 100 km level along geo­
magnetic field lines on a geographic map, magnetic records from the 
standard auroral zone stations (combined to give the AU, AL and AE in­
dices), the H and g component perturbations along the Alaska meridian].
It can be seen that the east-west component of the TRIAD data shows a 
large westward deviation after 1022 UT (invariant latitude 'v 65°). This 
particular set of data was examined in detail by Armstrong et al. (1974)
5
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S»2 h
7in conjunction with the simultaneous auroral photographs. The inferred 
distribution of the field-aligned currents is shown by arrows. This 
orbit took place during an early epoch of a substorm, and the center of 
the westward electrojet in the Alaska meridian sector was in the vicinity 
of College at that time (see the AZ component).
In TRIAD data, it is important to note that the westward deviation 
often does not recover fully at the end of the tracking from Fairbanks 
(namely, the trace does not merge with the extrapolated line from the 
poleward trace). This tendency is often apparent even when the tracking 
was extended to the invariant latitude as low as 55°. Figure 2.2 shows 
several typical examples of such data. The extrapolation of the pole­
ward and the equatorward traces of each path are shown by dashed lines. 
These dashed lines do not match. In Section 3, we show that this tend­
ency can be explained by supposing that the intensities of the inflow 
and the outflow field-aligned currents are not equal.
It should also be noted that the examples (b)-(f) in Figure 2.2 are 
chosen from the same local time sector (15-16 MLT), but the correspond­
ing magnetic activities (expressed by the Kp index) are quite different. 
There is a significant equatorward shift of the field-aligned current 
regions as magnetic activity increases. The last example will be dis­
cussed in the next section. The arrow a in the top trace of Figure 2.2 
gives the poleward edge of the magnetic perturbation region (at which 
the east-west component of the perturbation begins to deviate from the 
extrapolation of the observed poleward field trace). Similarly, the 
arrow 6 gives the equatorward edge determined by using the extrapolation 
of the observed equatorward field trace.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
INVARIANT LATITUDE (degrees)
(■'Inure 2.2 Several typical examples of the westward component of the magnetic field pertur- 
hat luna obaerved by TRIAD. The dashed lines are extrapolation from both the polevard and 
• quatorward portions of the traces. The arrows u and 6 In the top trace indicate the poleward
•md cquaicrtard cdgcc of the perturbation regions.
Note that the examples (b)-(f) are chosen from the same local time sector (13-16 MLT), but at 
the time of different magnetic activities (greater activity toward the bottom). The equator­
ward shift of the field-aligned current region with magnetic activity can be easily seen.
Tlte last trace 1b one of the examples studied by Zouda and Armstrong (1974b). The dashed line 
shows their base-line.
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2.2 THE GENERAL DISTRIBUTION PATTERN
In Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, the distribution of the eastward (a 
solid line) and the westward (a dotted line) magnetic perturbations 
approximately along all available orbits are shown in the invariant 
latitude - magnetic local time coordinates. Question marks shown in 
these figures indicate either the point a or 6 is not obtainable due 
to incomplete data. The TRIAD data are grouped into three, depending 
on the different degrees of geomagnetic activity when each pass took 
place, namely Kp £  2+ (representing relatively quiet conditions,
3- ^  Kp <_ 4+ (representing moderately disturbed conditions) and Kp >_ 5- 
(representing disturbed conditions). Each figure includes also an 
appropriate statistical auroral oval (Q = 2, 5 and 7 for Figures 2.3,
2.4 and 2.5, respectively); the ovals are taken from Feldstein and 
Starkov (1967). In the following, we describe main results of this 
study.
As reported by Zmuda and Armstrong (1974b), the direction of the 
east-west magnetic disturbances is reversed with respect to the noon- 
midnight meridian, or perhaps more accurately the 13-01 MLT meridian.
In the evening sector, the observed magnetic perturbation is mostly 
directed eastward. This eastward perturbation can be produced by a 
pair of field-aligned currents, one flowing away from the ionosphere 
on the poleward side of the auroral oval, and the other flowing into 
the ionosphere on the equatorward side. In the morning hours, the 
directions of the current pair are reversed, namely one flowing into 
the ionosphere on the poleward side of the auroral oval and the other 
flowing out from the equatorward edge of the oval.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2.3 The regions of the eastward (a solid line) and westward (a dotted line) magnetic 
perturbations approximately (within accuracy of *1 hour) along the orbits of TRIAD for Kpr2+ I 
(relatively quiet conditions) In Invariant latitude-magnetic local tine coordinates. They are I 
superposed on tire statistical auroral oval of Q»2. A question nark at the end(s) of the line* ! 
indicates that the point u or P in Fig. 2.2 Is not obtainable because of incomplete data.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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f't j, Si>'"u 3!i Fl8"re 2, 3 ®XCept for the raa8»etlc condition. This Is for 3--Ko'4 (moderately disturbed conditions) and the oval Is for Q»5. ' P
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Figure 2.5 Same as Figure 2.3 except for the magnetic condition. This Is for Kp-'i 
(highly disturbed .conditions) and the Q*7 oval.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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In the pre-midnight sector, an increase of the eastward perturba­
tion is often accompanied by a smaller westward perturbation in a 
narrow latitudinal region just poleward of it. This can be seen in 
(a), (b) and (f) in Figure 2.2. Similarly, in the morning sector, an 
increase of the westward perturbation is sometimes accompanied by a 
smaller eastward perturbation. These weak variations indicate that 
there exist weak field-aligned currents flowing toward (in the evening 
sector) and away from (in the morning sector) the ionosphere near the 
poleward boundary of the auroral oval. However, these minor currents 
will not be considered here.
2.3 THE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE STATISTICAL OVAL
There is a reasonable agreement between the region of the field- 
aligned currents and the statistical oval for each of the three magnetic 
conditions. The extent of the field-aligned current region, particularly 
the equatorward boundary, expands with increasing geomagnetic activity.
(i) During relatively quiet periods (Kp 2+), the region of the 
magnetic perturbations associated with the field-aligned currents lies 
approximately along the statistical oval of Q = 2, except for a signif­
icant deviation along the poleward boundary in the day sector. There, 
the magnetic perturbation occurs well poleward of the Q = 2 oval.
(ii) During moderately disturbed periods (3- £  Kp £  4+), the 
region of the field-aligned currents coincides reasonably well with 
the statistical oval of Q = 5.
(iii) During disturbed periods (Kp 5-), the region of the east­
ward magnetic perturbation in the evenii;Q sector (14-21 MLT) is not 
confined in the statistical oval and expands well equatorward of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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oval, to as far as the latitude circle of approximately 60°.
2.4 RATIO OF THE INTENSITY OF THE POLEWARD AND EQUATORWARD FIELD- 
ALIGNED CURRENTS
Consider two infinite current sheets, carrying currents in opposite 
directions with intensities 1^ and I H e r e ,  the intensities 1^ and I2 
are defined as sheet current densities in units of ampere per unit 
length along the sheets. Then, the relationship between 1^, I  ^ and the 
magnetic field intensity in the three regions (I, II and III as shown 
in Figure 2.6a separated by the two current sheets) is given by
B1 = BI - BII - * V
(2 . 1)
B2 = BIII " BII = y I2 
where denotes the total range of the magnetic deviation across
Regions I and II, and B£ denotes the deviation across Regions II and III 
and y is the permeability of a vacuum. Thus, knowing the values of B^ 
and B 2 , we can obtain the sheet current intensities 1^ and 1^'
This relationship holds among 1^, I^, B^ and B2 even for a pair of 
infinite current sheets of finite thickness in which the current is dis­
tributed. In such a case, the intensities 1^ and 1^ of the two current
sheets are the current densities integrated over the thickness of each 
current sheet, thus their unit is also ampere per unit length along the 
sheets.
In Figure 2.6b, this relationship for the current sheets of finite 
thickness is illustrated. In this figure, the lower part shows schemat­
ically a typical TRIAD trace of the east-west component of the magnetic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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perturbation and the upper part shows schematically the corresponding 
current distribution. Here the two sheet currents 1^ and correspond 
to the poleward and the equatorward field-aligned currents in the 
evening sector, respectively.
It should be noted that if points a and b in Figure 2.6b are not 
identified, it is not possible to obtain 1^ and 1^. For the period 
from January to May, 1973, 29 passes (out of 206) are chosen, in which 
these two points could be clearly identified. In many other cases, 
either point a or b was located beyond the limit of the tracking. Note 
also that all of these 29 passes used here lie in the evening-midnight 
sector and all data from the midnight-morning sector are so complicated 
that the method mentioned above is not applicable.
Note also that if the perturbation is assumed to be confined in 
the region between a and b (namely, if one assumes that the line con­
necting B(x=a) and B(x=b) is the base-line), it is equivalent to assuming 
that the intensities of the poleward and the equatorward currents are 
equal. (See Equation (2.1)). This practice, employed by Emuda and 
Armstrong (1974b), for at least a few cases, is illustrated in the last 
example in Figure 2.2 (a dashed line), although it is quite obvious that 
the polar and equatorial extrapolation lines (not shown) do not match.
For later use, we define the current densities i1 and i„ as follows:
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shown in Figure 2.6. The results deduced from the TRIAD data are shown
in Figures 2.7 and 2.8.
Figure 2.7 shows the relationship between 1^ and I t o g e t h e r  
with three lines = 1.0, I2/I = 0.5 and I2/I = 0.2. Although
the ratio varies considerably, most points lie between the two lines
I2/I1 = 1 . 0  and = 0.2. It is thus quite clear that 1^ is, in
general, greater than I
In the upper part of Figure 2.8, the current intensities (1^, I 
are shown as a function of the Kp index. Open circles are for the out­
flow current and dots for the inflow current. Since these points are 
all from the evening-midnight sector (for the reasons mentioned in the 
above), the open circles are also for the poleward sheet current and 
the dots for the equatorward one. It can be seen that the rate of the 
increase with Kp is different for the northern and southern sheets. 
Within the Kp range examined, the intensity of the poleward current 
sheet increases by an order of magnitude, while that of the equatorward 
one by a factor of only about 2. Therefore, the poleward current sheet 
is related more closely with geomagnetic activity than the equatorward 
current sheet. This can be seen more clearly in the lower part of 
Figure 2.8, where the average current densities (i^, i2) of the two 
current sheets are plotted as a function of the Kp index. The current 
density i^ increases considerably with Kp (0.5 n, 2.5 x 10 ^ amp/m^), 
while is rather constant (0.4 + 0.2 x 10 ^ amp/m^), regardless of the 
values of Kp. This fact suggests that the latitudinal width of the in­
flow current region increases with Kp.
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figure 2.7 Relation between the in ten sitie s  of the poleward and equatorvard field-aliened 
currents. The lin es for the ra tio  1/ 1 of 1 .0 . 0 .5  and 0.2 are a lso  shown. These data M ints
nre from paths in the evening-midnight le c t  ..................................  ^
nheet and I 2 (inward) for the equatorvard o Thus, (outward) is  for the poleward curr
CUMINTS OUT OF fe) end MTOto) lOWOWMWI
J 1 | 4 5 6*
Kp Indss
Figure 2.8 (a) Tiie current intensities (1.. 1.) of tin two current sheets as a function of
the Kp lades, (b) The average current densities of the tvo current sheets as «
function of t&s Z? index.
Tlic overage current densities I, and 1, are obtained by dividing I. and I, by the latitudinal 
width of the two current sheets, respectively.
The open circles are for the poleward sheet current (out of the Ionosphere) nod the closed 
circles for the equatorward one (Into the ionosphere).
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CHAPTER III 
FORMULATION AND MODELS
The purpose of this chapter and the next chapter is to examine 
what pattern of the ionospheric potential exists under the 'observed' 
distribution of the field-aligned currents and how the 'observed' 
distribution of the field-aligned currents is related to ionospheric 
currents. More specifically, the distributions of ionospheric poten­
tial and currents for a given distribution of field-aligned currents 
for several model ionospheres are obtained. In this chapter, the 
formulation of the problem and the description of the models used for 
the calculations are given.
3.1 FORMULATION
In a steady state, the current continuity equation for the ion­
osphere is given by
Here, I is the height-integrated current density (amp/m) in the ion-
(positive for a downward current and negative for an upward current). 
The inclination angle x of a geomagnetic field line with respect to 
the ionosphere is hereafter taken to be 90°; this is a reasonable 
approximation at latitudes higher than 60°.
Assuming j„ = 0 in the ionosphere, the Ohm's law for ionospheric 
currents is given by
20
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^ • I = j„ sin x (3.1)
2osphere and j„ is the density of field-aligned current (amp/m )
(3.2)
21
where E and E denote the height-integrated ionospheric Pedersen and P n
Hall conductivities, respectively, and (f> is the potential in the frame 
rotating with the earth. Inserting (3.2) into (3.1) yields
Equation (3.3) can be solved for tp for a given distribution of j„
when E and E are known as a function of longitude ip and latitude A P n
(iJj measured counter-clockwise from the midnight meridian, e.g. i(j= 90° 
corresponds to the 06LT meridian).
In this study, it is assumed that j„ has non-zero values only 
along two latitude circles. Thus, except for those latitude circles,
^ • 1 = 0  (3.4)
Therefore, one may introduce the current function J defined as follows:
I = VJ x e (3.5)
where e^ _ denotes a unit vector in the radial direction from the center 
of the earth. Since the gradient of the current function is perpendic­
ular to the current vector I, contours of J=constant give streamlines 
of I.
The relationship between <f> and J is given by combining equations
(3.2) and (3.5);
1 3J = -E
sin© 3i|)
3<j> 
p aa J e lsinO 3^
(3.6)
j  l i ____ e_H 30 sinG 3^
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where 0 denotes the colatitude. The steps which have been chosen to 
solve this problem are as follows: (i) solve equation (3.3) for <J> for 
a given distribution of j„ and also for a given distribution of Zp and 
Z^; (ii) insert <j> thus obtained into (3.6) to obtain the current 
function J; (iii) examine relationships between j„ and the stream 
lines J^constant.
3.2 MODELS
In all models used for the present calculations the ionosphere 
is divided into three regions, the polar cap, the auroral oval and the 
middle- and low-latitude belt. Then all the models are grouped into 
two. In the first group (single ring model), the polar cap is repre­
sented by a circular area which is bounded by the latitude circle of 
A^=70°. The auroral oval is represented by a circular belt which is 
bounded by two latitude circles of A^=70° and • The rest of the
ionosphere is the middle- and low-latitude belt. In each region, the 
conductivity is assumed to be uniform, thus the conductivity models are 
azimuthally symmetric. In the second group (double ring model), the 
polar cap is bounded by the latitude circle of A^=72°. The auroral oval 
is bounded by the two latitude circles of A^=72° and A2=60°. The oval 
is then divided into two belts by the latitude circle of A=67°. This 
is to simulate the two regions of auroras, the oval of discrete auroras 
and the oval of diffuse auroras. The conductivity in the two belts is 
different (the conductivity in the oval of discrete auroras is assumed 
to be twice of that in the oval of diffuse auroras), but is higher than 
that in the polar cap and the middle- and low-latitude belt. Also for 
this group, the conductivity is assumed to be uniform in each region,
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thus the conductivity models are azimuthally symmetric.
In order to examine the effects of the conductivity in the auroral 
oval, a number of different combinations of the Pedersen and Hall con­
ductivities in the oval (E^ and E^, respectively) are used. These r H
values are given in Table 3.1. In all these models, the conductivities 
in the polar cap and in the middle- and low-latitude belt are assumed to
be equal, and the ratio of the Hall to Pedersen conductivities is fixed
P M  P . P M Mto be 2.0 in these regions (i.e., Ep = Ep = 1 mho and E ^ / = £p/£p = 2.0).
The field-aligned currents are assumed to flow into or out only
from the circles of Ap and A^, and thus into or out from the poleward
and equatorward edges of the auroral oval in the single ring models and
from the two latitude circles of A=70° and A=63°, which are imbedded in
the discrete and the diffuse auroral ovals respectively, in the double
ring models. In the poleward field-aligned current sheet the current
flows into the oval in the sector bounded by ip=0° and ^=180°, while the
current flows out from the oval in the sector bounded by ip=180° and
ip=0°. In the equatorward current sheet, the directions of the field-
aligned currents are reversed with respect to the poleward ones. Three
different longitudinal dependences of the field-aligned current intensity
are considered for various models of the ionospheric conductivity.
Further, in the evening sector, three different ratios of the total 
Tinward (equatorward) current (1^) to the total outward (poleward) current
(I^) are assumed (i.e., I^/l3=0.2, 0.5 and 1.0). The locations of their N S N
peaks, the location with respect to the auroral oval and the longitudinal
dependence of the intensity of the field-aligned currents are shown in
T TFigures 3.1a and b. In Table 3.1, the ratio !g/lN and the longitude of
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the peaks of the two field-aligned currents are given, together with 
the values of the conductivity for each model.
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Ea /epp p ea /ea  H P I T/I T S N
LOCATION
S
OF PEAKS
xs
[1] 1.0 2.0 0.5 90° 270° 45° 315°
s [2] 1.5 - "
I
N [3] 2.0 " "
G
L [4] 5.0 " "
E
[5] 10.0 " "
R [6] 2.0 4 0 " "
I
N [7] " 8 0 " "
G
[8] 10.0 0 2 " "
M [9] 5.0 2 0 0.2 90° 270° 90° 270°
0
D [10] " 0.5 " "
E
L [11] " 1.0 " "
[12] " 0.5 45° 315° 90° 270°
[13] 10.0 4.0 90° 270° "
D
0 REGION OF REGION OF
U DISCRETE DIFFUSE
B AUR ORA All RORA
L LOCATION OF PEAKS
E E^/e^ r  p ea /ea V  P ea /epV S ea /ea V  p I T/I T S N s Ts
R
I [14] 10.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 0.5 90° 270° 90° 270°
N
G * [15] 5.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 0.5 45° 315° "
TABLE 3.1 List of the parameters of various models used in the present
study. The values of the Pedersen and the Hall conductivities 
in the polar cap and middle- and low-latitudes are fixed to 
be Ep = Ep = 1.0 MHO and EP = eJJ = 2.0 MHO, respectively.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS
4.1 THE IONOSPHERE OF A UNIFORM CONDUCTIVITY
One of the most interesting and important aspects of the field- 
aligned currents is that their direction is reversed with respect to 
the noon-midnight meridian, regardless of the degree of auroral and 
magnetic activity (Zmuda and Armstrong, 1974; see also Figures 2.3 to 
2.5). The ratio of the intensity of the equatorward field-aligned 
current to that of the poleward one (average value of 0.5) is also 
important.
As a first step, the potential and ionospheric current patterns 
related to the field-aligned currents which have these important 
characteristics are examined for a uniform conductivity (model [1] in 
Table 3.1). Since there is no discontinuity in the ionospheric conduc­
tivity in this particular model, the accumulation of the space charge 
due to the conductivity difference does not arise. The potential is 
only due to the external source applied through the field-aligned 
currents. Thus, the potential pattern [1] in Figure 4.1a is symmetric 
with respect to the midnight-noon meridian, reflecting the effect of 
the symmetry of the field-aligned current distribution.
One notable feature of this potential pattern is the large differ­
ence in the potential distribution between the midnight and the noon 
sectors. In the noon sector, the equipotential lines spread out radially 
and densely in the middle-low latitude region, while in the midnight 
sector, the density of the equipotential lines is very thin. This day- 
night asymmetry is caused by the fact that the assumed peaks of the
27
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equatorward field-aligned currents are located around the local hours 
of 21 and 03. The thinness of the equipotential lines (or the weakness 
of the electric field) on the nightside is due to a greater cancella­
tion, in the night sector than in the noon sector, of the electric 
field associated with the poleward field-aligned currents by the electric 
field associated with the equatorward field-aligned currents.
In Figure 4.1b, [1] shows the ionospheric current pattern corre­
sponding to the potential pattern for [1] in Figure 4.1a. (The direction 
of the current is shown by arrows.)
Although the potential pattern is symmetric with respect to the 
midnight-noon meridian, the current pattern is asymmetric. This is due 
to the anisotropy of the conductivity.
4.2 ROTATION OF THE POLAR CAP POTENTIAL PATTERN
4.2.1 Effects of EA/EP (or EA /EM )
In this subsection, the dependence of the distribution of the poten­
tial and the electric currents on the relative magnitudes of the conduc­
tivities in the polar cap, the auroral oval and the middle- and low- 
latitude region are examined. Five models from [1] to [5] in Table 3.1 
are considered for this purpose.
Figures 4.1a and b show the potential and current patterns for 
various values of the conductivity in the auroral oval. The number be­
side each pattern corresponds to the model number.
As seen in Figure 4.1a and as pointed out by several workers, the 
equipotential lines over the polar cap are rotated when the auroral oval 
conductivity is enhanced. In all such cases, the rotation is towards
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the pre-noon sector, and the amount of this rotation increases when 
the conductivities in the auroral oval increase.
AWhen the conductivities in the auroral oval (Z ) are higher than
P Mthose in the polar cap (Z ) and the middle-low latitude region (Z ),
the charge transfer in the auroral oval is faster than in the other two 
regions. This results in the space charge accumulation at the poleward 
and equatorward boundaries of the oval. Some portion of these space 
charges is removed by the field-aligned currents flowing into or out 
from these boundaries. However, the given magnitude (in the models) of 
the field-aligned currents limits this charge removal to a certain ex­
tent, and the excess charges remain at the boundaries of the different 
conductivity regions. These charges change the primary potential dis­
tribution which was applied from outside the ionosphere. The clockwise 
rotation of the equipotential lines over the polar cap is caused mainly 
by this process and is explained as follows.
When there is no enhancement of the conductivities in the oval 
belt, the positive and the negative peaks of the potential are located 
at almost 06 and 18LT, respectively; see [1] of Figure 4.1a. The polar 
cap current flows towards the direction of approximately 14LT (Pattern [1] 
in Figure 4.1b). In this uniform conductivity model, there is no space 
charge except for the one given from outside. If the auroral oval con­
ductivities are increased under this situation, the polar cap currents 
produce a negative charge accumulation around 14LT and a positive charge 
accumulation around 02LT at the poleward edge of the oval. When the 
potentials due to these space charges are superposed on the primary 
potential distribution, the resultant potential distribution rotates
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Figure 4 .2  Tile clockwise rotation angle u of tile polar cap potential as a tunctlcm ol t lu- 
ra tio  of the a^ropil oval conduct iv ity  to the polar cap (and the middle- and low-lal it tide h ell) 
conductivity >: />; . This curve is  drawn by using resu lts  from Models f 11 to |5|.
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clockwise. Then the polar cap currents are deflected toward the same 
direction according to this new potential distribution and shift the 
space charge accumulation farther towards earlier local times, and so 
on. In Figure 4.2 the amount of this clockwise rotation is plotted as 
a function of the ratio of the conductivity in the auroral oval to the 
conductivity in the polar cap (or in the middle-low latitude region).
As can be seen in this figure, the rotation angle a measured clockwise 
from the noon meridian increases steeply for small values of the ratio. 
However, the curve approaches to the asymptotic value (^33°) when this 
ratio reaches to about 10. The reason for this can be seen from the 
ionospheric current patterns (Figure 4.1b). As the conductivity in the 
auroral oval increases, the ionospheric currents tend to be more concen­
trated in the oval than in the other regions and the amount of the 
currents which flow in the polar cap, as well as in the middle-low 
latitude region, is greatly reduced. This reduction of the polar cap 
currents results in the reduction of the charge accumulation at the pole­
ward edge of the oval in spite of the fact that the discontinuity of the 
conductivity becomes greater.
4.2.2 Effects of (or E^/zJJ)
In this subsection, effects of the ratio of the Hall conductivity 
in the auroral oval to the Hall conductivity in the polar cap or middle- 
low latitude on the rotation of the polar cap electric potential are 
examined.
A PThe ratio is increased from 2 to 8 by keeping the values of
the conductivities in the polar cap and middle-low latitude region con­
stant and by also keeping the value of the Pedersen conductivity in the
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auroral oval constant. The models used here are [3], [6] and [7] in 
Table 3.1. The assumed distribution of the field-aligned currents is 
the same as the one in the previous section.
The potential pattern and the corresponding ionospheric current 
A Ppattern for the ratio £r /£r  = 2.0, 4.0 and 8.0 are shown in Figures 4.3a
and b. respectively. (For the current direction, see [3] of Figure 4.3b.)
The main effect caused by increased values of the ratio 2r /£r  
(or £r /£r ) on the potential pattern in the ionosphere is a clockwise 
rotation.
In the polar cap, the amount of the rotation a increases with 
A P A M
Er /Er  (°r ’ T^6 va-*-ue a t>ecomes as large as 67° for
❖ 4  - 8 -°-
This rotation can also be explained by the charge accumulation due 
to the conductivity discontinuity at the boundary between the polar cap 
and the auroral oval.
In Figure 4.3a, [3] shows the potential pattern for the ratio 
Er /£r  = 2.0. The potential pattern indicates also the flow pattern of 
the Hall current. In the polar cap, the Hall current is deflected to­
wards the morning sector by about 15° from the noon meridian. Therefore, 
at the poleward boundary of the oval, the centers of the negative space 
charge and the positive space charge due to the discontinuity of the 
Hall conductivity are located around 11LT and 23LT, respectively. They 
shift the locations of the positive and the negative peaks of the 
potential clockwise. When the discontinuity of the Hall conductivity 
becomes larger, these peaks are shifted farther towards the earlier 
local times.
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IONOSPHERIC current pattern
Figure 4.3b The calculated ionospheric e le c t r ic  current patterns corresponding to the 
p otential patterns shown in Figure 4.3a except for |8J. The direction  of the currents is  
shown by thick arrows in Pattern [3 J.
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While the amount of the rotation increases with the increase of 
A Pthe the rate of the increase becomes smaller for the larger
values of this ratio. This tendency is due to the reduction of the 
ionospheric currents over the polar cap when the ratio of the Hall con­
ductivity in the auroral oval to that in the polar cap becomes large 
(Figure 4.3b).
4.2.3 Effects of Ep/Ep (or Ep/Ep)
In  the p re v io u s  s e c t io n , we examined e f f e c t s  of the H a l l  conduc­
t i v i t y  in  the a u ro ra l o v a l on the p o t e n t ia l  p a tte rn  in  the p o la r cap. 
H ere, we examine e f f e c t s  o f the Pedersen c o n d u c t iv it y  on the ro t a t io n  
of the p a tte rn .
The result of the previous section shows that the amount of the 
A Protation a increases with If this ratio is the main factor
which determines the angle of the rotation, a should increase monoton- 
ically with the ratio of the two Hall conductivities. However, this 
is not the case. Compare the potential pattern [7] in Figure 4.3a 
with the pattern in [5] in Figure 4.1a. The amount of rotation is much 
larger in [7] than in [5], although is larger for the latter than
for the former.
One factor which is included in Model [5], but not in Model [7], 
is an enhancement of the Pedersen conductivity in the auroral oval. In 
[7] of Figure 4.3a, the Pedersen currents flow towards the direction of 
post-noon hours. Suppose that the Pedersen conductivity in the auroral 
oval becomes larger without changing the auroral oval Hall conductivity. 
Then the negative and positive space charge accumulations arise around 
13.5LT and 1.5LT, respectively, due to the discontinuity of the
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Pedersen conductivity at the poleward boundaries of the oval. These 
space charges tend to counter balance the effects of the space charges 
due to the Hall conductivity discontinuity.
Thus, the enhancement of the Hall conductivity in the auroral oval 
rotates the polar cap potential pattern clockwise, while the enhancement 
of the Pedersen conductivity in the oval reduces this rotation. Note 
that if the Hall conductivity is uniform over the entire ionosphere, 
the discontinuity of the Pedersen conductivity does not rotate the 
potential pattern ([8] of Figure 4.3a). This is because the locations 
of the space charge accumulations due to the discontinuity of the 
Pedersen conductivity coincide with the locations of the space charges 
for the primary potential distribution.
4.2.4 Effects of Other Parameters
In the present model calculations, the amount of the rotation of
the polar cap potential pattern is also a function of other parameters,
as well as of the conductivity (i.e., locations of the peaks of the 
T Tfield-aligned currents, the ratio 1^ /I^ , etc.). Of these parameters, 
the ratio I ^ / I ^  gives the largest effect to a. This dependence is 
examined by using Models [9], [10] and [11]. The patterns of the po­
tential and ionospheric currents are shown in Appendix I (Figures Ala 
and b). When IgT/I^T is increased without changing the conductivities, 
a gradually increases, 23° for Model [9] = 0.2), 33° for
Model [10] (IST/INT = 0.5), and 81° for Model [11] = 1-0).
Since the amount of the conductivity discontinuities at the poleward 
and equatorward boundaries of the oval is the same for the three models,
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this rotation is mainly due to the change of the potential distribution 
associated with the equatorward field-aligned currents. When the in­
tensity of the equatorward field-aligned currents increases, the potential 
associated with it (the maximum and the minimum at 18 and 06LT, respec­
tively) becomes larger. Since the potential pattern in the polar cap 
is already rotated clockwise (0° < a < 90°), the superposition of this 
increase of the potential due to the increase of the equatorward field- 
aligned currents results in larger a. It is interesting to note that a 
changes rather sharply around l ^ / l ^  = 0.7. For IgT /lNT less than this 
value, the effects of I ^ / l ^  on the polar cap potential pattern are 
small.
The location of the peaks of the field-aligned currents slightly 
affects the value of a, so long as the distribution of the field- 
aligned currents is symmetric with respect to the noon-midnight meridian. 
Instead, it causes non-uniformity in the potential pattern in the polar 
cap. For example, due to the concentration of the poleward field-aligned 
currents in the night sector, the equi-potential lines in the polar cap 
diverge towards the day sector. This is shown by using Models [10], [4] 
and [12] in Appendix I (Figure A2a). When the field-aligned current dis­
tribution is not symmetric with respect to the noon-midnight meridian, a
is different from a for the symmetric distribution with the same ion- 
T Tospheric model and Ig /I^ . However, this effect does not exceed the 
effect due to the conductivity enhancement in the auroral oval. One 
example is shown in Appendix I (Figure A3) for the case in which the 
locations of the maximum and the minimum of the poleward field-aligned 
currents are at 06 and 21LT, respectively, and the other parameters are 
the same as Model [10].
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4.3 RELATION BETWEEN THE MAGNITUDE OF THE FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENT AND
THE IONOSPHERIC CONDUCTIVITY
In the present calculations, the magnitude of the field-aligned 
currents is assumed to be constant. Thus, the total potential difference 
(A<f>)t across the polar cap which is required to provide a given amount of 
the field-aligned currents, changes with the values of the ionospheric 
conductivity. In this section, by normalizing (Acf>)t to 50 k volt, the 
relationship between the conductivity and the field-aligned current 
intensity is examined. Some sets of values of the conductivities and 
the field-aligned currents are given in Table 4.1. These values are 
obtained by using single ring models (i.e., one high conductive ring 
with the field-aligned currents at its poleward and equatorward edges).
TABLE 4.1
The values of the ionospheric conductivity and I for the 
total potential difference of 50 k volts across tne polar cap
Z? 4 ITP H P H N
(a) 1 2 1 2 MHO 1.33 x 105 AMP
(b) 1 2 2 4 1.85
(c) 1 2 5 10 3.94
(d) 1 2 10 20 7.65
2 4 10 20 7.88
(f) 5 10 10 20 9.25
(g) 1 2 2 8 3.33
(h) 1 2 2 16 7.15
(i) 1 2 10 2 3.20
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A AWhen the auroral oval conductivities (Ep and E^) are increased,
the field-aligned current intensity is increased almost linearly ((a)
to (d) in Table 4.1). On the other hand, when the conductivities in 
P Pthe polar cap (Ep and E^), which are assumed to be equal to those in
the middle- and low-latitude belt, are enhanced by a factor of 5 (with- 
A Aout changing Ep and E^), the intensity of the field-aligned currents 
increases only by a factor less than 2 ((d) and (g)). Further, the
intensity of the field-aligned currents becomes less sensitive tc
P P A P AEp and E^, when the r a t io  E /E becomes la r g e r .  When E^ i s  in c re a s e d ,
with the other conductivities being fixed, the field-aligned current
Aintensity increases almost proportionally to E^ ((b), (g) and (h)).
AHowever, the increase of Ep does not contribute much to the increase of 
the field-aligned currents. From these it can be concluded that the 
field-aligned currents are mainly closed by the Hall currents through 
the auroral oval, but not through the polar cap. This will be shown 
in Section 4.6.
4.4 ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE POLAR REGION
Satellite observations (0G0-6 and INJUN 5) have revealed the 
presence of a large-scale electric field in the polar cap, the auroral 
oval and the subauroral zone. The electric field has a dawn-to-dusk 
component in the polar cap and reverses its direction across the oval. 
The peaks of the intensity occur, in general, a little equatorward of 
the reversal and gradually decrease towards lower latitudes. The elec­
tric field is fairly uniform in the polar cap, while complicated struc­
tures are sometimes observed around the auroral oval. A typical example
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of the dawn-to-dusk component of electric field along the dawn-dusk 
meridian is shown in Figure 4.4a (Heppner, 1972).
In Figure 4.4b, the electric field components calculated for some 
of the present models are shown. Profile (a) in Figure 4.4b shows the 
electric field variations along the 18LT (i/j=-90°) and 06LT (^=90°) 
meridian for Model [1] in Table 3.1, Profile (b) along the same meridian 
for Model [4], and Profile (c) along the great circle which connects the 
two points (9=45°, <j;=-80o) and (9=45°, i(j=80°) for the same model,
Profile (d) again along the ip=-90° and ip=90° meridian for Model [15].
In these four profiles, the solid lines are for the dawn-to-dusk compo­
nent (Ey) and the dashed lines are for the noon-to-midnight component 
(Ex ).
As clearly seen, all of the four profiles calculated for the present 
models show most of the main features of the dawn-dusk electric field 
profiles observed by 0G0-6 satellite. They show very little variation 
in the polar cap; the sharp changes and the reversal of the direction 
at the edges of or in the auroral oval and the decrease towards lower 
latitudes. However, note that the potential patterns for these three 
models [1], [4] and [15] show different degrees of rotation, and that 
the patterns are significantly different between Models [1] and [15].
(For Models [1] and [4], see Patterns [1] and [4] in Figure 4.1a.
For Model [15], see Pattern [C] in Figure 5.1a. Model [15] is the same 
as Model [C] in Table 5.1 in Chapter V.) On the other hand, the gross 
features of the dawn-dusk component profile of the electric field do not 
change significantly with the potential patterns. Thus, it is difficult
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to infer the potential distribution from the electric field distribution 
along a single meridian.
When Profile (c) is compared with Profile (b), some differences 
can be noticed. First, in (c), the magnitude of gradually increases 
towards the dawn sector, while in (b) is almost symmetric with respect 
to the noon-midnight meridian. In the auroral oval and the low- and 
middle-latitudes, the profile is more asymmetric in (c) than in (b). 
Note that the potential pattern is the same for Profiles (b) and (c), 
but the 'paths' along which E^ is plotted are different. Thus, the 
electric field profiles depend somewhat on the 'path' along which the 
electric field is measured.
For the rotated potential pattern, the potential difference A<f> 
along the dawn-dusk meridian is less than the total difference (A<j>) 
across the polar cap. If A<J> is used as (A<j>) , the effect of the 
rotation of the potential pattern by 45° underestimates the value of 
(A<p)t by 24%. It is interesting to compare the apparent change of 
(A<j>)t due to the rotation with the change due to other causes, for 
example, the expansion of the polar cap. Suppose that the polar cap 
expands from 70° to 65° latitudes without changing the magnitude of the 
polar cap electric field and that, at the same time, the potential pat­
tern is rotated by 45°. Then the increase of (Acp)^ due to the expansion 
is compensated by the effect of the rotation, as long as the 'paths' 
along which the potential difference is obtained are the same before 
and after the expansion of the polar cap and the rotation of the poten­
tial pattern.
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The noon-m idnight components of the e l e c t r ic  f i e l d  a lo ng  the 
dawn-dusk path have not been m easured. Thu s, they a re  shown fo r 
fu tu re  re fe re n c e .
A few measurements of the noon-midnight component of the electric 
field along the noon-midnight path are available (Gurnett and Frank,
1973; Galperin et al., 1974 (measurement of the plasma velocity)).
Figure 4.4c shows an example of the observations of the dawn-dusk 
component of the plasma convection velocity along the noon-midnight 
meridian adopted from Galperin et al. (1974). In the passes 95S and 
96S, an almost constant dawn-to-dusk component of the velocity (thus 
constant midnight-to-noon component of the electric field) exists over 
the polar cap. (Note that a velocity of 1 km/sec corresponds to an 
electric field of about 50 volt/km.) According to these measurements, 
the magnitude of this component is, in general, smaller than that of 
the other component by factor of 2 to 5, but sometimes (even during 
magnetically quiet time) is comparable (i.e., the potential pattern is 
rotated). Although the measurements of these two components are not 
simultaneous, it seems that the noon-midnight component of the electric 
field cannot be neglected compared with the other component. Thus, when 
the potential pattern or the plasma convection pattern is studied on 
the basis of observations of one component of the electric field along 
a single satellite orbit, great care must be exercised.
4.5 POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION BELOW THE LATITUDES OF THE OVAL: PENETRATION
OF THE CONVECTION ELECTRIC FIELD
As seen in the potential distributions shown in Sections 4.2.2 and 
4.2.3, the potential patterns in the middle-low latitude are also rotated
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clo ck w ise  when the r a t io  = i s  in c re a s e d . The d ir e c t io n  and
the amount o f the ro t a t io n  can be e x p la in e d  in  the same way as the ro t a ­
t io n  of the p o la r  cap p o t e n t ia l  p a t te rn , co n s id e r in g  the c o n d u c t iv it y  
d is c o n t in u it y  a t  the equatorward boundary of the a u ro ra l o v a l.
One of the most im portant and in t e r e s t in g  fe a tu re s  about the m id d le - 
and lo w - la t it u d e  p o t e n t ia l  (o r e l e c t r ic  f ie l d )  d is t r ib u t io n  i s  i t s  magni­
tude r e la t iv e  to those of the h ig h  la t it u d e  plasm a co n v e ctio n  f i e l d .
This relative magnitude represents the degree of the penetration of the 
convection electric field into lower latitudes. This problem has been 
studied extensively by many workers. Particularly, Swift (1971), 
Vasyliunas (1971) and Jaggi and Wolf (1973) solved a set of equations 
which allows the coupling between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere 
through the field-aligned currents, under the self-consistent electric 
field for particular models of the ionospheric conductivity. In this 
section, their results and the present results will be compared. In 
the present study, the field-aligned currents are regarded as an effect 
of such a coupling. Further, of several observed characteristics of the 
field-aligned currents, the four features are emphasized. They are (1) 
the relative location to the high conductive auroral belt, (2) their 
presence as a pair of the poleward and equatorward at almost all local 
times, (3) the persistent reversal of the direction with respect to the 
noon-midnight meridian and (4) the ratio of the intensity of the equator­
ward field-aligned current to that of the poleward one.
In the present models of the ionosphere, the potential distribution 
along the equatorward boundary of the oval determines the potential 
distribution in the middle- and low-latitude belt. Thus, the ratio
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f'lKiirv 4.5a The magnitude of the potential alonR different constant latitude circles ('■)(»)) 
lnr different model*, |1| to |51 in Table 3.1 (A)(0)) is normalized to A) , the magnitude of 
tin- potential along the poleward boundary of the high conductive belt!; these models differ 
Irom each other only In conductivity values In the auroral oval. '/>. * 1.0 ((D), 1.5 ((2)),
•Ml (CD). 5.0 ((4)) and 10.0 ((5)). ;■*/;£ and */;£ are fixed to be 2.0. :H- P. ij/l/
is also fixed to he 0.5. The peaks of the poleward and the equatorward field-aligned currents 
arc at tlhl.T and 18I.T for the poleward current and at 03LT and 21LT for the equatorward current.
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(A(j>g/A<J)^ ) — the magnitude of the potential along the equatorward 
boundary (Mg) to that along the poleward boundary ( M jj) °f the oval — 
represents the degree of the penetration of the high latitude convection 
electric field to the low latitude ionosphere. Here, the magnitude of 
the potential is defined as the sum of the magnitude of the positive 
and negative peak values along the latitude circles. Note that this 
definition is allowed only when the relative phase shift of the two 
potential distributions is small; this will be discussed later.
In Figure 4.5a, the magnitude of the potential along different 
constant latitude circles (A<j>(9)) is plotted for different models, [1] 
to [5] in Table 3.1; note that A<{>(0) is normalized to A ^ .  These 
models differ from each other only in the conductivity values in the 
auroral oval. The ratio of the total intensity of the equatorward field- 
aligned current to that of the poleward one is fixed to be 0.5.
In this figure, it can be seen that when the conductivity in the 
auroral oval increases, the slope of the curves decreases, thus the 
penetration of the high latitude electric field to the latitudes lower 
than the equatorward field-aligned current increases. This tendency 
agrees only qualitatively with that obtained by Vasyliunas (1971). His 
results show a stronger dependence of the penetration on the ionospheric 
conductivity.
In his results, as well as those obtained by Swift and Jaggi and 
Wolf, the potential variation at the latitude just below the latitude 
of the ring current (or the inner boundary of the plasma sheet) decreases 
abruptly and becomes much less than A<j>^  by one to three orders of magni­
tude. On the other hand, the present results show that A<J> decreases
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rather smoothly with latitude and that the reduction is at most by a 
factor of 0.4. There are at least two possible explanations to this 
difference between the present results and theirs. The first is dif­
ferences in ionospheric conductivity models. In the ionospheric model 
adopted by Swift (1971) and Vasyliunas (1971), the enhancement of the 
auroral oval conductivity was not taken into account. The effects of 
the ionospheric conductivity were examined only by increasing the con­
ductivity uniformly over the entire ionosphere.
The relationship between the field-aligned currents and the ion­
ospheric currents or the ionospheric electric field and conductivities 
are given as follows:
j„ = V • I = E V • E + E • V E + (b x E) • V E (4.1)p p H
where j„ > 0 is for an inflow, b is a unit vector in the direction of
the magnetic field and the ionospheric quantities I, E and E„ are
P n
height-integrated and E and V are two-dimensional in the horizontal 
plane.
This relationship shows that there are three possible sources of
the field-aligned currents; V • E, V E and V E . Here, V • EP «
represents the difference in the component of the electric field normal 
to the boundary between the two regions across the field-aligned 
currents. When the field-aligned currents flow into or out from regions 
where there is no gradient of the conductivities, the only source is 
V • E. This is given mainly from the outside of the ionosphere (except 
for the ionospheric dynamo). In such a case, a large difference in the 
electric field between the two regions across the field-aligned currents
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could result. However, of course, the magnitude of the difference 
depends on the magnitude of j„. On the other hand, if the field- 
aligned currents are located at regions where the gradient of the 
conductivity exists, the second and the third terms of the right-hand 
side of Equation (4.1) contribute to j„.
In the Jaggi and Wolf model, the enhancement of the conductivity 
in the auroral region, as well as its azimuthal dependence is included. 
However, since their field-aligned current is also infinitesimally thin 
while the conductivity variation is continuous, the gradient of the 
conductivity does not contribute to the field-aligned currents (see 
their equation 2b).
The second possibility may be that their field-aligned currents 
differ from the observed one. In particular, the ratio of the intensity 
of the equatorward field-aligned currents to that of the poleward cur­
rents is quite sensitive to the penetration of the high-latitude con­
vection electric field to lower latitudes for the ionosphere with a 
uniform conductivity.
In order to examine how the ratio I_T /I„T is related to the degree S N
of the penetration of the electric field below the equatorward boundary 
of the oval, the magnitude ratio (A<f>g/A(|> ) is plotted as a function 
of IST/I^T in Figure 4.5b.
In this calculation, the oval is bounded by two latitude circles 
1=70° and X=65°. The intensity of the field-aligned currents is given 
by Iii~IN sin 'I' along the A.=70° circle and I„=-IN sin ip along the A=65° 
circle (1^, Ig > 0). The Pedersen and the Hall conductivities in both 
the polar cap and the middle- and low-latitudes are 1 and 2 (in arbitrary
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Figure 4.5b A<J> /A$n , the ratio of the magnitudes of the potential al^ng the equatorward and 
the poleward b oundaries of the high conductive belt as a f unction of Ig /I^ (on the left) and
the phase of and <}>g versus 1 ^ / 1 ^  (on the right). For each curve Ep and are Indicated.
For all curves, £p“l and £^*2. E1* = E**. The field-aligned currents are located at the pole­
ward and the equ atorward boundaries of the high conductive belt andtheir longitudinal dependences 
are assumed to be sin i|» and -sin fi, respectively. In the right diagram, N is for and S Is 
for V  N
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unit), respectively. The Pedersen and the Hall conductivities 
and in the oval are assumed to be
2 4
for curve (1) 
(2 )
(3)
and
(4)
The curve (1) represents the case of a uniform conductivity over 
the entire ionosphere. Therefore, this is the only case by which the 
results by Swift and Vasyliunas and present results can be compared. 
It is important to note that the ratio A(|>g/A<j>^  decreases sharply be-
of the ionosphere is uniform, the penetration of the electric field
relation is obtained for the model in which the equatorward field-aligned 
currents are located outside the high conductive belt; this model sim­
ulates the Jaggi and Wolf model.
Since Swift, Vasyliunas and Jaggi and Wolf showed that their models 
do not result in a deep penetration of the convection electric field, it 
may be inferred that the ratio l ^ / I ^  resulting from their calculations 
is of order 0.7 to 0.8, although they did not calculate the distribution 
of the field-aligned currents.
When a high conductivity belt appears, the penetration of the 
electric field is drastically improved (Curves (2), (3) and (4) in 
Figure 4.5b). When the conductivity in the auroral oval becomes higher
tween I T /I T = 0.7 and 0.8. This indicates that when the conductivity S N
T Tdecreases drastically for the ratio Ig /I^ > 0.7. Almost the same
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than that in the rest of the ionosphere A ^ / A ^  does not vary much with 
T TIg /I^ and is larger than 0.45.
For values of I ^ / I ^  larger than 0.8, A<j)g becomes larger than 
A<j>^ . In such cases, <j>^ cannot be the only source for <f>g, and some 
other mechanisms are required to generate the low latitude electric 
field. In the case where the relative phase shift between <j>g and <J>^ 
is larger than 90°, the other mechanisms are also necessary, since the 
electric field at lower latitudes has a sense opposite to that of the 
electric field expected from the penetration of the higher latitude 
convection electric field.
The phase of the poleward and the equatorward field-aligned current 
distribution may also be another important factor to cause the difference 
between the previous studies and the present one. At least, in the 
Vasyliunas calculation, the phase shift of the equatorward field-aligned 
currents amount to about 90° from the noon-midnight meridian (see his 
equation (5)).
Up to date, there are only a few observations which show how deep 
the high latitude convection electric field can penetrate into the 
latitudes lower than the inner-boundary of the plasma sheet (or the 
ring current). Swift and Gurnett (1973) compared the location of the 
equatorward boundary of the electric field region observed by the 
INJUN 5 satellite with that of the diffuse aurora determined from all­
sky photographs during both quiet and disturbed times. They concluded 
that the two boundaries coincide with each other. This means that the 
convection electric field is effectively shielded from the lower lati­
tude region by the inner boundary of the plasma sheet (or the ring
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current) as predicted by the theories of Swift, Vasyliunas and Jaggi 
and Wolf, if the diffuse auroral particles originate from there.
In order to compare the present results with the observed electric 
field variations, the computed dawn-dusk electric field for Models (1)- 
(5) are compared with the dawn-dusk electric fields observed by 0G0-5.
It is found that the latitudinal variations of the computed electric 
field for Models (1) and (2) are similar to the observed electric field 
variations along the evening and morning passes on June 12 (Figure 4.4a) 
and along the evening pass on June 11 (Figure 4.4a). However, the ob­
served electric field variations along the morning pass on June 11 are 
much steeper than what the model calculations (1) and (2) indicate.
The computed field variation for Models (4) and (5) is more gradual 
than any of the observed variations in Figure 4.4a. Therefore, the 
penetration of the electric field indicated in Models (1) and (2) does 
not seem to be unreasonable and may occur for a short period during 
substorms, allowing the injection of ring current particles into the 
trapping region.
However, the degree of the penetration of the electric field de­
pends greatly on the longitudinal distribution of the field-aligned 
currents. It may well be that the pre-existing and the newly injected 
ring current particles respond to the penetrated electric field in such 
a way to reduce it. This response should occur in variations of the 
field-aligned currents, but multi-satellite observations are needed for 
such a study.
The model c a lc u la t io n s  presented here a re  s im p ly  based on the 
assumed d is t r ib u t io n s  o f the f ie ld -a l ig n e d  c u rr e n t s . T h e re fo re , i t  i s
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not possible to include such expected changes in the models and thus 
the conclusions reached here remain tentative.
4.6 IONOSPHERIC CLOSURE OF THE FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENT
The purpose of this section is to examine quantitatively how the 
field-aligned currents close in the ionosphere. Three models are 
chosen for this purpose. They are [10], [13] (a single ring model),
[14] (a double ring model) in Table 3. Common to all such models,
there are dayside features which appear as the counterpart of nightside
features. Therefore, attention will be confined only to nightside 
features.
Figure 4.6a shows the stream lines of the ionospheric currents for
Model [10]. The amount of current flowing between two adjacent flow
lines is 20k amp, if the poleward inflow current is assumed to be
7.7 x 10^ amperes, and the arrows indicate the direction of the currents. 
The discontinuity of the stream lines along the latitude circles of 
A=70° and 65° indicates that there are field-aligned currents from or 
into those latitude circles.
(i) Model [10]
As a guide for Figure 4.6a, Figure 4.6b is provided to illustrate 
the relationship between the field-aligned currents (shaded vertical 
arrows) and the ionospheric currents (thin and thick arrows). A number 
for each arrow indicates the normalized amount of current with respect 
to the total amount of the inward flow along the poleward boundary in 
the morning sector, which is taken to be 100. The reason for grouping 
the poleward incoming and outgoing field-aligned currents into three
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parts is self-explanatory. For the equatorward currents, the grouping 
is made, depending on the direction of the connecting ionospheric 
currents, flowing approximately in the same meridian (the N-S direction), 
deflected westward or eastward. The criterion for the deflection is 
determined by the angle which the stream line makes with respect to the 
center line of the oval. If the angle is smaller than 45°, the current 
is considered to be deflected in either westward or eastward direction. 
Note that three-dimensional divergence of the current is null with 
accuracy of +2. Note also that in order to see only the major features 
in Figures 4.6a and b, ionospheric currents with the normalized intensity
of more than 10 are indicated with thick arrows.
(1) Of the total inflow (100) along the poleward boundary of the 
oval in the morning sector, about 50% flows across the oval and into the 
equatorward field-aligned currents. This is called the N-S closure in 
this thesis. Note that a relatively large part of this component does 
not close in the same meridian but has a large westward component in the 
early morning and the late evening hours and also a large eastward com­
ponent in the late morning and the late afternoon hours.
(2) Only about 10% of this total downward current flows westward 
along the nightside oval to form the E-W closure. This is because (6+2)% 
of the westward current (19%) flows across the polar cap.
(3) Of the total inflow, about 20% (=6+6+2+6) flows across the 
polar cap. However, this is not a direct connection between the field- 
aligned currents in the opposite sides, as some parts of those circuits 
lie along the oval, contributing to westward currents in the oval.
(4) The total inflow along the equatorward boundary of the oval in
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the evening sector (50) is discharged from the poleward boundary in the 
evening sector. This is the N-S closure, but again a large part of this 
does not close in the same meridian, as pointed out in (1).
(5) The amount of current in the mid-low latitude belt is much 
smaller than that which flows along the oval. The direction of this 
current is opposite to the expected direction of the low-latitude return 
current from the auroral electrojet (a purely two-dimensional current).
(ii) Model [13] (Figures 4.7a and b)
Since the distribution of the field-aligned currents is assumed to 
be the same as that of Model [10], differences in the two current pat­
terns are due to the enhancement of the conductivities in the oval, as 
well as to the increased ratio of the Hall to the Pedersen conductivities.
(1) All equatorward field-aligned currents are connected to 
the poleward field-aligned currents, both in the morning and evening 
sectors. Thus, of the total field-aligned current into or out from the 
poleward boundary, 50% closes by flowing across the oval. Again this 
may be called the N-S closure, but it has a large east-west deflection.
(2) The amount of the polar cap current is less in Model [13] 
than in Model [10], indicating more concentration of the current along 
the oval.
(3) As a result of (2), the E-W closure increases.
(4) The amount of current in the middle- and low-latitude region 
is negligibly small.
(iii) Model [14] (Figures 4.8a and b)
(1) Although the total amount of the N-S current is the same as 
before (namely, 50%), there is no N-S closure in the same meridian.
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All the currents that contribute to this closure are greatly deflected 
westward or eastward along the oval. Thus, the N-S closure in Model [14] 
contributes significantly to the westward electrojet in the early morning 
sector.
(2) One of the most important differences between Models [13] and 
[14] is the appearance of the eastward current in the equatorward half 
(the diffuse auroral region) of the oval in the late evening sector.
This is again due to the eastward deflection of the N-S closure current. 
Note also that this eastward current is deflected at the poleward bound­
ary of the diffuse auroral oval and becomes a westward current. Further, 
a concentrated westward current flows along the oval of discrete auroras, 
extending from the westward current in the early morning sector.
(3) Thus, it is possible to delineate the boundary between the 
regions of the eastward and westward currents in the evening sector.
The boundary is shown by a dashed line. This boundary may be identified 
as the Harang discontinuity.
(4) The ratio of the intensity of the field-aligned currents to 
that of the ionospheric currents which flow in the region between the 
poleward and the equatorward field-aligned currents are different be­
fore and after midnight. This ratio is larger at pre-midnight hours 
than at post-midnight hours.
One of the important findings of this study is that the N-S segment 
of the ionospheric current which connects the pair of field-aligned 
currents has, in general, an appreciable east-west component. In 
Model [14] this component has the largest contribution to the westward 
electrojet.
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Another important finding of this study is that the equatorward 
field-aligned currents in the evening and the morning sectors do not 
connect to each other. The entire equatorward field-aligned currents 
are connected with the corresponding fraction of the poleward field- 
aligned current. This does not seem to depend on models of the ion­
osphere (which are presently examined) except for the uniform conduc­
tivity model, Model [1], and even the relative location of the peaks 
of the field-aligned currents.
The closure of the remaining fraction of the poleward field-aligned 
currents greatly depends on the ionospheric conductivity. The direct E-W 
closure of this current increases when the conductivity is high in the 
oval compared with that in the other regions. More currents flow in the 
polar cap and the mid-low latitude region when the auroral oval conduc­
tivity is reduced. The deflection of the N-S closure in the westward or 
eastward direction is also increased with an enhancement of the Hall 
conductivity in the oval.
The amount of the two-dimensional ionospheric current is surpris­
ingly small for any of the present ionospheric conductivity models.
(The purely two-dimensional currents must come from the Hall current 
if there is no source of the current in the ionosphere. However, when 
there is gradient (or discontinuity) in the Hall conductivity, the Hall 
current is not divergence-free, thus not entirely two-dimensional any 
more.) If this is indeed the case, a magnetic field of the field-aligned 
current must contribute significantly to the ground magnetic perturbation 
that have been ascribed to the two-dimensional currents (Fukushima and 
Kamide, 1973; Leontyev et al., 1974). Thus, the observed magnetic
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perturbation in the mid-low latitude belt (positive AH in the midnight 
sector during the magnetospheric substorm) and in the polar cap (S^ or 
DP2) should arise from a net effect of the field-aligned current pair 
together with the ionospheric currents connected to them.
There have been numerous theoretical studies of ionospheric current 
patterns, as well as of the magnetospheric current systems. It is of 
great interest to compare the present results with the earlier studies 
of ionospheric current patterns, in particular with those studies by 
Iwasaki and Nishida (1967), Mal'tsev et al. (1973) and Maeda and Maekawa 
(1973), who obtained ionospheric current patterns or equivalent current 
patterns under the externally applied 'driving sources'. The three­
dimensional current patterns will be discussed later.
The present treatment differs in two essential ways from the 
earlier treatments. All these authors assumed either a particular 
charge distribution or potential distribution along specific latitude 
circles or at points and then solved the Laplace equation for the poten­
tial function (j) for given ionospheric models, while it is assumed here 
that a particular field-aligned current distribution along specific 
latitude circles is given. Thus, the present study and the others differ 
only in the 'driving source'.
A more basic and interesting difference between the study here and 
the studies by Iwasaki and Nishida (1967) and by Maeda and Maekawa (1973) 
is that the 'driving source' in the present study is distributed along 
two latitude circles (as observed), while theirs is distributed along a 
single latitude circle.
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On the other hand, Mal'tsev et al. (1973) assumed the potential 
distribution along two latitude circles. Thus, the comparison with 
the earlier studies is possible only for the work by Mal'tsev et al. 
Further, they assumed a double annular ring which is similar to the 
one examined in the present work (Model [14]). Unfortunately, however, 
they showed only the equivalent ionospheric current patterns by includ­
ing the magnetic field produced by field-aligned currents, making the 
direct comparison difficult.
One of the most important results in their study is that they re­
produced successfully the Harang discontinuity. Thus, the present re­
sult is in qualitative agreement with theirs. However, Model [14] 
reproduced a more realistic current system and the Harang discontinuity 
than theirs, providing a wide region of the eastward current in the 
diffuse auroral region in the evening sector and an intense westward 
current near the poleward boundary of the oval which is the extension 
of the westward current in the morning sector. These differences may 
partly be due to the fact that our field-aligned currents are imbedded 
in the oval, while Mal'tsev et al. assumed the potential distribution 
(and thus the field-aligned current distribution) along the poleward and 
equatorward boundaries of the oval.
In summary, this problem can be approached, either from the poten­
tial distributions, charge distributions or field-aligned current 
distributions. However, the electric field observation is, at present, 
incomplete in obtaining an accurate potential distribution over the 
entire polar region, as discussed in Section 4.4. On the other hand, 
even the presently available field-aligned current distribution alone is
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extremely useful in studying the ionospheric current pattern. In partic­
ular, it is emphasized that the ratio (^0.5) of the equatorward field- 
aligned current intensity to the poleward current intensity is of 
critical importance in this problem. The reversal of the direction of 
the field-aligned currents with respect to the noon-midnight meridian 
is also important. Regardless of the methods used, these factors must 
be included in a model either as results or as required conditions.
As discussed in Chapter I (or see Figure 1.1), various types of 
three-dimensional current system associated with the magnetospheric sub­
storm have been proposed.
(1) The present result indicates that the real situation appears 
to be a complicated combination of all these types of current systems.
In particular, both the E-W and N-S closures appear always as a combina­
tion.
(2) The importance of the E-W closure (the Birkeland type) greatly 
depends on the ionospheric conductivity distributions. In Model [14] 
(which simulates realistically the conditions during geomagnetically 
active times), this closure is a rather minor feature and its contribu­
tion to the westward electrojet is not necessarily major in the post­
midnight sector.
(3) The pair of field-aligned currents tends to be closed by a 
N-S segment of the ionospheric current. However, this closure does not 
occur in the same meridian. For example, for the cases of I ^ / l ^  = 0.5 
50% of the inflow along the poleward boundary of the oval in the morning 
sector drives ionospheric currents with a large westward component in 
the ionosphere, as well as the southward component. Particularly in
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the post-midnight sector, the westward electrojet may be identified with 
this westward component of the current.
(4) This westward component arises obviously from the Hall current. 
However, this current does not close in the ionosphere by generating the 
return currents (as indicated in the Bostrom type (2); Figure l.le).
(5) Thus, both the Zmuda-Armstrong type and the Bostrom type do 
not represent accurately the real situation.
(6) The present results show that there is only a little two­
dimensional current or the so-called 'the return current' (the Chapman 
type, Figure 1.1b).
The ionospheric closures examined here have a fundamental implica­
tion in understanding the coupling between the magnetosphere and the 
ionosphere. Since the intensities of the poleward and equatorward field- 
aligned currents are, in general, not equal, the closure by the N-S seg­
ment of ionospheric current illustrated in the Bostrom type (2) and in 
the Zmuda-Armstrong type does not occur.
For the meridinal N-S closure in the Bostrom type (2) and in the 
Zmuda-Armstrong type, it may be necessary to find a radial closure of 
the currents in the equatorial plane in the magnetosphere (or between 
the field-lines which 'originate' along the poleward and equatorward 
boundaries of the auroral oval). The generation mechanism of such a 
current in the magnetosphere is rather difficult to consider, especially 
for a steady state, because one may have to rely on currents which arise 
from the gradient and curvature of the magnetic field (Bostrom, 1968), 
but the currents associated with the gradient and curvature drift are 
mainly azimuthal. However, there is a way to close the ionospheric N-S
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connection by the azimuthal currents in the magnetosphere. This is 
schematically illustrated in Figure 4.9.
It should be noted that a field-aligned current system similar to 
that illustrated in Figure 4.9 are implied in the studies of the con­
vection of magnetospheric plasma by Fejer (1964), Jaggi and Wolf (1973), 
Swift (1967, 1971), Vasyliunas (1970, 1971) and others, but they were 
not calculated. These authors studied the magnetospheric-ionospheric 
interaction for different driving sources, such as the particle injec­
tion into the magnetosphere, the rotation of the earth and the electric 
field due to the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction. The main 
emphasis in these studies has been to elucidate the convection pattern 
or the ring current formation.
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Figure 4 .9  The lonospherlc-mngnetospherle current system discussed In th is  th esis.
SIMULATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF IONOSPHERIC CURRENTS 
DURING THE COURSE OF A SUBSTORM
CHAPTER V
Every q u a n t it y  in  the magnetosphere and in  the io no sphere i s  
h ig h ly  v a r ia b le  both in  tim e and in  space d u rin g  the m agnetospheric 
substorm .
One of the time constants which is important in understanding
the ionosphere-magnetosphere system is the induction time constant of
the ionosphere i  The e n t ir e  ionosphere responds to a change of the
e le c t r o m a g n e t ic  f i e l d  w i t h i n  t h e  t im e  t w h ic h  i s  o f  th e  o r d e r  o f1
seconds'(Vasyliunas, 1971). The electric field due to time variations 
of the magnetic field is small enough to be neglected, compared with 
the static electric field. Thus, if the magnitude and the distribution 
of the field-aligned currents (which represent the out-puts from the 
'black box of the magnetosphere' in the present calculations) are known 
in the course of a substorm from observations, the distributions of the 
currents and the electric potential and field in the ionosphere can be 
obtained, with a good approximation, by using the steady current con­
tinuity equation. Further, the azimuthal dependence of conductivity is 
not included in the present study. With these limitations in mind, it 
is interesting to try to simulate the distribution of the ionospheric 
currents, potential and electric field in the course of the substorm by 
a series of the model calculations.
In this chapter, the results of such an attempt are shown. In 
Figures 5.1a to c, a series of patterns of the ionospheric electric 
potential and current, and profiles of the electric field along the
71
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dawn-dusk meridian, are shown. It is assumed that the total intensity 
of the field-aligned currents varies during the course of the substorm; 
namely, from the quiet condition to the end of the expansion phase:
10'’, 3 x lO"’, 7 x 10"*, 10^ and 4 x 10^ amperes are used for the pole­
ward current. The values of the conductivity, the ratio and
the location of the peaks of the poleward and equatorward field- 
aligned currents are given in Table 5.1. In this Table, the designa­
tion for each model corresponds to that of each pattern and profile in
T TFigures 5.1a to c. The reason for assuming the different ratios Ig /I^ 
in Models [E] and [F] will be given later. Model [A] represents a quiet 
condition. This model is similar to Model [2] in Table 3.1 in Section 
3.2. The presence of a slightly enhanced conductive belt represents the 
diffuse precipitation region of the auroral particles which exists even 
during the quiet periods (see, for example, Winningham et al., 1975). 
Models [B] to [F] have the two high conductivity rings, representing 
the discrete and diffuse aurora regions in the auroral oval. These are 
similar to Model [15] in Table 3.1 in Section 3.2.
The peaks of the poleward field-aligned current are assumed to 
shift towards the dayside, [C], [D] and [E], because the center line of 
the field-aligned currents is known to shift during the substorm 
(Kawasaki et al., 1975). In the following, the simulated progress of 
the substorm will be examined in detail.
Model [A] represents the quiet condition. The potential pattern 
for this model ([A] in Figure 5.1a) is slightly rotated clockwise. The 
potential distribution is uniform in the polar cap. The ionospheric 
current pattern for this model ([A] in Figure 5.1b) shows a small
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TABLE 5.1 List of the parameters of the models which are used to
simulate the substorm. The unit of the conductivity is 
in MHO and the unit of the total intensity of the field- 
aligned current is in ampere.
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figure 5.1 The ionospheric. potential patterns (a), ionospheric current patterns (b) and 
the electric field profiles (c) In simulating the magnetosplierlc sobstorm by the present 
model calculations. for the parameters of Models IA | to IKI, s w  Table 5.1.
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counter-clockwise rotation in the polar cap, while the current pattern 
is rotated clockwise in the auroral oval and the middle- and low- 
latitudes. The considerable portion of the current fed by the field- 
aligned currents flows through the polar cap as well as middle- and 
low-latitudes.
Models [B], [C] and [D] represent the early epoch of the expansive 
phase. The poleward field-aligned current is suddenly intensified 
around 21LT and 03LT. It is observed that these peaks of the field- 
aligned currents start to move towards the dayside. At the same time, 
an intense precipitation into the discrete auroral region is observed, 
and the diffuse aurora is also intensified, causing an increase of the 
ionospheric conductivity. These features are taken into account in 
Models [B], [C] and [D]. During early epoch, the potential patterns 
([B], [C] and [D] in Figure 5.1a) in the polar cap become non-uniform 
and are rotated clockwise considerably. The non-uniformity is due to 
the concentration of the net field-aligned currents in the night sector 
(Section A.2.4), while the rotation is due to an enhancement of the con­
ductivity in the auroral oval (Section 4.2.1). In the dayside polar cap, 
effects of the enhancement of the auroral oval conductivity are greater 
than effects of the location of the peaks of the field-aligned currents. 
In the nightside polar cap, this relation is reversed. This difference 
increases the non-uniformity of the potential in the polar cap. The 
amount of the rotation reaches the peak value at the stage of [D] (about 
60°) (Section 4.2.1).
In the nightside auroral oval, the southward component of the 
electric field begins to increase in the midnight-early-morning sector,
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while in the evening sector the region of a large southward component 
of the electric field appears on the poleward side of the northward 
component region.
The ionospheric current patterns [B] , [C] and [D] in Figure 5.1b 
(for the direction of the current, see the pattern [F] in this figure) 
during the early epoch of the expansive phase show a large difference 
from that of the quiet time. In [B], the polar cap current pattern is 
almost symmetric with respect to the noon-midnight meridian, and it di­
verges towards the dayside. In the late evening-midnight sector, a 
highly concentrated westward current appears along the poleward edge of 
the oval. In the afternoon-early-evening sector, there appears the 
region of large eastward currents. In the midnight-early morning sector, 
a strong westward current prevails over the entire oval. In [C] and [D], 
all the currents mentioned for [B] are enhanced, except for the polar cap 
and the middle- and low-latitude currents. In [D], the westward current 
region with the highly concentrated current along the poleward edge of 
the late evening oval starts to move towards earlier local hours, pene­
trating poleward of the strong eastward current region. Thus, a clear 
demarcation line develops between the regions of the eastward current 
and the westward current (Section 4.6). The polar cap currents are 
deflected towards the morning sector. The ratio of the total amount of 
this current to that of the auroral oval current are considerably reduced, 
although the absolute intensity is increased a little (94, 99 and 156k amp 
for [B], [C] and [D], respectively. Compare these amounts with the 
auroral oval currents, 200, 600 and 850k amp.). The same reduction is 
also seen for the middle- and low-latitude current. This reduction is
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greater in [C] than in [D] because of the different longitudinal distrib­
ution of the poleward field-aligned current between these two models 
(Section 4.6).
Models [E] and [F] may represent the maximum epoch of the expansion 
phase or the beginning of the recovery phase. The values of the conduc­
tivities in the auroral oval, as well as the ratio of the Hall to the 
Pedersen conductivities, become the largest (for the values of the con­
ductivities used in this chapter, see Brekke et al., 1974). The loca­
tions of the maximum and the minimum of the poleward field-aligned 
currents reach as far as 06 and 18 local times, respectively. Two 
different ratios = 0.2 and 0.5 are assumed in Models [E] and [F],
respectively. It is implied here that the mechanism, which is responsible 
for the equatorward field-aligned current, does not respond immediately 
to the mechanism which caused the enhancement of the poleward field- 
aligned current. This problem has been studied by a number of workers 
(Fejer, 1964; Swift, 1967, 1971; Vasyliunas, 1970, 1971; Jaggi and 
Wolf, 1973), and the time constant in this process (in which the plasma 
sheet or the ring current plays an important role) is known to be of the 
order of several tens of minutes to hours, depending on the ionospheric 
conductivities. Their mechanism will be described in the next chapter.
[E] and [F] in Figures 5.1a and b show the potential and the 
current patterns for Models [E] and [F]. The two patterns of the poten­
tial are almost the same, except for the rotation in the middle- and 
low-latitudes. The amount of the rotation in the polar cap for these 
models is almost the same as that for Model [D] (Section 4.2.2). The 
potential distribution in the polar cap is uniform.
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In the current patterns, a drastic decrease of the intensity ratio 
of the polar cap current to the oval current can be seen (Section 4.2.1). 
The boundary between the westward and the eastward currents in the eve­
ning sector becomes clearer than before. This boundary is shown by 
thick dashed line in [FJ of Figure 5.1b. In model [E], the proportion
of the east-west closure of the field-aligned currents is larger than
T Tin any other five models, because of the smaller ratio of Ig /lN = 0.2
instead of 0.5 for the others (Section 4.6) and the east-west closure
currents become dominant. However, it should be noted that this value
0.2 of IgT/lNT is the lower extreme that was observed (Section 2.4).
Figure 5.1c shows the electric field profiles (both the dawn-to-
dusk and the noon-to-midnight components, and E^, respectively),
along the dawn-dusk meridian for each model. In this figure, the
solid curves are for E and the dashed curves for E . Here, the latter Y x
will not be discussed. The profiles of Ey do not change much with 
models, except for the variation around the auroral oval (Section 4.4).
It is also seen that the magnitude of this component in the polar cap 
increases by only a factor of 3 or so, although the conductivity in the 
auroral oval and the intensity of the field-aligned currents (thus of 
the ionospheric currents, particularly, in the auroral oval) increase 
by about an order of magnitude. Note that the Hall conductivity in the 
oval varies from 4 mho in Model [A] to 40 mho in Model [F], while the 
total intensity of the poleward field-aligned currents increases from 
105 amperes to 4 x 106 amperes. On the contrary, Ey decreases twice 
with the 'progress' of the substorm from the stage represented by 
Model [B] to the stage represented by Model [C] and Model [E] to Model [F].
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This insensitive nature of the dawn-to-dusk component of the polar cap 
electric field to the substorm activity is in agreement with the 0G0-6 
satellite observation (Heppner, 1972). However, this does not necessar­
ily mean that the total potential difference across the polar cap does 
not change appreciably; in fact, it increases by about a factor of 5.
In Table 5.2, the total intensity of the poleward field-aligned current 
TIN , the total potential difference across the polar cap (A<f>) t , Ey at
the pole and the potential difference obtained by integrating Ey along
the dawn-dusk meridian A<j> for each model are listed. (A<ji)t is related 
Tto 1^ better than A<J> is. The reason for this is the rotation of the
potential pattern in the polar cap (Section 4.2). The relation between 
T(A<j>)t and 1^ depends on the conductivity, the locations of the peak of 
l /  and the ratio IST/INT in a complicated way.
The patterns of the calculated ionospheric currents and the poten­
tial shown above, may qualitatively explain some of the magnetic varia­
tions observed on the ground during the magnetospheric substorm;
(1) During the substorm, horizontal perturbation vectors AH of 
the magnetic field observed at the polar cap stations are rotated clock­
wise (Iijima and Nagata, 1972; Kamide et al. , 1974). This is explained 
by the clockwise rotation of the polar cap potential pattern (and thus, 
of the Hall current direction) due to the enhancement of the auroral 
oval conductivities. The field-aligned currents also contribute to 
this clockwise rotation. Indeed, the clockwise deflection of AH from 
the direction of the horizontal perturbation of the magnetic field 
expected from the Hall current was reported and attributed to the 
field-aligned currents (Haerendel and Lust. 1970, Heppner et al., 1971;
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I T N (A4>)t E at Pole V A:}>(=/Evdy)
[A] 1 x 105 24kV 4.7 vot/km 23kV
[B] 3 x 105 45 7.8 28
[C] 7 x 105 50 5.8 24
[D] 1 x 106 70 9.0 30
[E] 4 x 106 113 15.7 86
[F] 4 x 106 98 10.4 50
_ _ _______ 1
TABLE 5.2 Table of the total potential difference across the polar
cap (A<j>)t> the dawn-to-dusk component of the electric 
field Ey at the pole and the potential difference across 
the polar cap obtained by integrating Ey along the dawn- 
dusk meridian in the course of the substorm.
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Wescott et al. , 1970). During periods of the oval conductivity enhance­
ment, the concentration of the ionospheric currents in the oval occurs 
and the smaller ratio of the intensity of the polar cap Pedersen current 
to that of the field-aligned currents makes the magnetic effects of 
the field-aligned currents larger in the polar cap. (Note that 
the magnetic effects of the Pedersen current and the field-aligned 
currents are opposite.) The rotation of AH during the substorm may 
be the combination of these two effects.
(2) The latitudinal distribution of the westward and the eastward 
ionospheric currents, as well as the Harang discontinuity and its loca­
tion in local time, can be well reproduced.
(3) The observed spatial relation among the regions of the west­
ward and the eastward currents and the discrete and the diffuse auroras 
can be also reproduced. Kamide and Akasofu (1975) showed that in the 
evening sector, the region of the westward current corresponds to that 
of the discrete aurora and the region of the eastward current to that 
of the diffuse aurora, while in the morning sector the westward current 
dominates the entire oval.
(4) The eastward electrojet does not always grow and decay simul­
taneously with the westward electrojet (Kamide and Fukushima, 1972; 
Rostoker and Kisabeth, 1973). The eastward jet arises from the eastward 
deflection of the N-S closure of the field-aligned currents and the west­
ward jet from the westward deflection of the N-S closure, together with 
their E-W closures as shown by the present calculations. Then the rela­
tive intensity of the eastward jet to that of the westward jet depends
on the relative importance of the N-S and the E-W closures of the field-
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aligned currents, which are, in turn, function of the auroral zone
conductivity, the longitudinal distribution of the field-aligned currents 
T Tand the ratio 1^ /I^ . However, there should be a general tendency of 
synchronous intensification in the eastward and the westward electrojets, 
since they are two different branches of one three-dimensional current 
circuit (see Figure 4.9).
(5) In the evening sector, the signs of the E-W components of the 
magnetic perturbations observed on the ground and deduced from the 
observations by the incoherent scatter radar at Chatanika are opposite 
during substorms. On the other hand, in the morning sector, there is a 
reasonable agreement between them (Kamide et al., 1975). This may be 
explained by the difference of the ratio of the ionospheric current in­
tensity to the field-aligned current intensity between the evening and 
the morning sectors (Section 4.6). To verify this conclusion, however, 
actual calculations of the magnetic fields due to the ionospheric and 
the field-aligned currents in the present model are necessary.
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CHAPTER VI
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
6.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In this thesis, the electric currents, electric potential and 
electric field in the ionosphere were investigated by model calculations 
for various models of the ionospheric conductivity with the field-aligned 
currents as a boundary condition. Since the field-aligned currents rep­
resent one of the most important aspects of the coupling between the 
ionosphere and the magnetosphere, it was intended to gain understanding 
of some roles of the ionosphere as one end of the magnetosphere-ionosphere 
feed-back system.
For this purpose, the features of the field-aligned currents are a 
very important factor. By analyzing magnetic records from the TRIAD 
satellite, Zmuda and Armstrong (1974b) showed that upward and downward 
field-aligned currents appear as a pair at all local time (except in 
the noon sector) and that the direction of such currents is reversed 
with respect to the noon-midnight meridian, regardless of the degree of 
geomagnetic activity. In this thesis, by analyzing the same TRIAD data, 
it was found that the poleward field-aligned currents are more intense 
than the equatorward currents, the average ratio being 2:1. On the basis 
of their observed features of the field-aligned currents, the calculations 
for the ionospheric electric potential, electric currents and electric 
field were made. The ionospheric models with high-conductive belts but 
azimuthally uniform were adopted. From these calculations, several new 
results have been obtained.
85
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The three-dimensional current system has been found to be neither 
a simple Birkeland type, Bostrom type nor Zmuda-Armstrong type. Instead, 
these types almost always co-exist. For example, the field-aligned 
currents flow into the ionosphere and then flow partly along the auroral 
oval, partly across the oval and partly across the polar cap before they 
flow out from the ionosphere.
The present calculations show that the entire equatorward field-
aligned current is almost always connected to the same amount of the
poleward field-aligned current. Thus, the amount of the N-S closure
is determined by the amount of the equatorward field-aligned currents,
while that of the E-W closure depends on the other parameters, such as 
A P A AE /E , £H /Ep> and the longitudinal dependence of the field-aligned 
currents. When the enhancement of the conductivity in the auroral oval 
is small, the amount of the E-W closure is small. When the conductivity 
in the oval is enhanced, the ionospheric currents are concentrated in 
the oval and the amount of the E-W closure increases at the expense of 
the closure through the polar cap or middle- and low-latitude belt.
There is no E-W closure between the incoming and the outgoing equatorward 
field-aligned currents. Since the intensity of the equatorward field- 
aligned current is about half of the intensity of the poleward one and 
since the entire equatorward field-aligned current is discharged with 
the poleward current, the N-S closure is the main closure. However, 
a large part of the ionospheric currents that constitute this closure 
are deflected westward or eastward along the oval, contributing to the 
westward and the eastward electrojets, respectively.
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By using the model with two different high-conductive annular rings 
(simulating the discrete and the diffuse auroral regions) a combination 
of the various types of the closure has been shown to reproduce the 
major features of the magnetic perturbations observed on the ground 
during magnetospheric substorms. Particularly, in the evening sector, 
an intense westward current flows poleward of the less intense eastward 
current, while in the morning sector the westward current is dominant 
over the entire oval. The boundary between the westward and the east­
ward currents is known as the 'Harang discontinuity', which is well re­
produced in the present models.
In the dayside, however, there appears the ionospheric current 
pattern similar to the nightside one. This may be removed by introducing 
the azimuthal dependence of the conductivity as suggested by Swift (1967).
Another important conclusion is that the ionospheric current system 
during the substorm can be reasonably reproduced without invoking a 
special field-aligned current system which is different from the one 
during the quiet time.
Instead, changes of the distribution of the ionospheric conductivity, 
namely appearance of the high conductive region (discrete aurora region) 
poleward of the existing diffuse aurora region will do this. The present 
models can reproduce also gross features of the polar region electric 
field.
When the ionospheric conductivity is uniform, the ionosphere plays 
only a passive role and acts just as a 'load' or a 'resistance', which 
discharges the voltage difference imposed from the outside. However, 
when the conductivity is not uniform, the current flows through the regions
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of non-uniform conductivity and builds up the space charges in the region 
where the gradient (or the discontinuity) of the conductivity is present. 
Such space charges modify the potential (or the field-aligned current) 
distribution imposed from outside. Then the ionosphere is no longer a 
simple resistance. The rotation of the polar cap potential pattern 
studied in Chapter IV shows this effect. When the Hall conductivity in 
the auroral oval is enhanced, the potential pattern in the polar cap is 
rotated clockwise, as long as the field-aligned current distribution is 
fixed to the sun-earth line. If the potential pattern in the polar cap 
is considered to represent the convection pattern, driven by the solar 
wind, the present calculations suggest that the direction of the solar 
wind is deflected by the magnetosphere. This seems to be unreasonable. 
How can this unreasonableness be removed?
The first possibility is that the field-aligned current pattern 
rotates counter-clockwise in such a way that the potential pattern be­
comes symmetric with respect to the noon-midnight meridian. However, 
the TRIAD data show that the boundary at which the field-aligned currents 
change their direction is located around the noon-midnight meridian with­
in the accuracy of + 0 . 5  hrs or so. Further, if the source of the pole­
ward field-aligned current is considered to be the solar wind-magneto- 
sphere dynamo or the neutral line which encircles the earth, as proposed 
by Akasofu (1974), it is difficult to imagine a large counter-clockwise 
rotation. The magnetic and the plasma configurations in the outer mag­
netosphere is known to be reasonably symmetric.
The second possibility is that the longitudinal distribution of the 
poleward field-aligned current is highly complicated, although the upward
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and downward currents are confined in the evening and morning sectors, 
respectively. The rotation of the polar cap potential pattern is mainly 
controlled by the enhancement of the Hall conductivity in the auroral 
oval and the distribution of the poleward field-aligned current. The 
enhancement of the equatorward field-aligned current intensity makes 
the rotation angle even larger. A model with the peaks of the poleward 
field-aligned current at 06 (downward) and 21LT (upward) is examined 
whether or not the effect of the enhancement of the Hall conductivity 
in the auroral oval can be compensated by the effect of the asymmetric 
distribution of the poleward field-aligned current. It is found that 
this is not possible.
The third possibility is the azimuthal dependence of the conductivity 
is important in removing the unreasonableness. The day-night asymmetry of 
the conductivity due to the sunlight does not seem to contribute much to 
the rotation of the polar cap potential pattern. For simplicity, consider 
the conductivity discontinuity at 06 and 18 local hours. Then the posi­
tive space charges arise at the both local hours since the directions of 
the ionospheric currents are southwest and northeast at 06 and 18LT, 
respectively (for example, see the current patterns in Figure 4.1b).
These space charges contribute little to the rotation of the polar cap 
potential pattern, although they may deform it. Further, during mid­
summer or mid-winter season, the day-night asymmetry due to the sunlight 
is considerably reduced. The effects of the conductivity enhancement due 
to auroral precipitations are different. Suppose that there is a high 
conductive region between 21LT and 3LT. At 21LT, the current is almost
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northward (see the current patterns in Figure 4.1b) and does not 
produce much space charge due to the conductivity discontinuity, 
since the current flows almost parallel to this discontinuity. On 
the other hand, at 3LT, the current flows westward and produces nega­
tive space charges at the conductivity discontinuity. This space 
charge configuration counteracts the clockwise rotation of the polar 
cap potential pattern. However, the effectiveness of this space 
charge is not clear.
The fourth possibility is that the polar cap potential pattern in 
the ionosphere and above the ionosphere is different. This possibility 
requires, however, further study. In this case, the electric field 
parallel to the magnetic field must exist over the polar cap.
The importance of the active role of the ionosphere due to the 
conductivity discontinuity was shown also in Section 4.5. In that 
section, the degree of the penetration of the high latitude convection 
electric field into lower latitudes was shown to depend significantly 
on the location of the equatorward field-aligned current with respect 
to the location of the gradient of the ionospheric conductivity.
Finally, the probable over-all view of the magnetospheric process 
is reviewed. A large part of the following over-all view is due to 
hints by D. W. Swift. It is a well established concept that the solar 
wind flow around the magnetosphere causes the plasma convection in the 
magnetosphere. Two energy transfer mechanisms from the solar wind to 
the anti-sunward flow of the magnetospheric plasma have been proposed; 
one is the viscous-like interaction (Axford and Hines, 1961) and the 
other the merging of the earth magnetic field lines with the interplanetary
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magnetic field lines (Dungey, 1961). However, in these concepts, the 
sunward flow of the plasma in the body of the magnetosphere is assumed 
to be a natural return flow of the anti-sunward flow near the magneto­
pause. This is equivalent to assuming that the electric field created 
at the magnetopause can penetrate deep into the magnetosphere. However, 
there is plasma in the magnetosphere, and this plasma tends to shield 
out the imposed electric field out of the main body of the magnetosphere. 
The role of the ionosphere becomes important here. The, electric field 
created by the interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere 
is transferred down to the ionosphere at the poleward edge of the auroral 
oval through the magnetic field lines. Since the ionosphere acts as a 
conductor for static or slow varying electric fields, the transferred 
electric field sets up an electric field distribution over the entire 
ionosphere. This ionospheric distribution of the electric field is, in 
turn, mapped back to the magnetosphere. It is this process which intro­
duces the electric field into the main body of the magnetosphere. Then 
the magnetospheric plasma ExB drift takes place. The direction of this 
plasma drift can be easily seen when one considers that the equi­
potential lines in the ionosphere are encircling the space charges 
associated with the imposed electric field (the positive charges in 
the morning sector and the negative charges in the evening sector).
This ExB drift can be identified with the 'return flow' of the original 
anti-sunward flow.
Since the magnetospheric plasma (plasma sheet plasma) are not a 
cold plasma, they drift due to the gradient and the curvature of the 
magnetic field. They also participate in the corotation drift. The
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superposition of the plasma motions due to these drift motions cause 
the pressure gradient in the direction of the VB drift. This results 
in the space charge accumulation, thus the field-aligned currents 
(Vasyliunas, 1970). This field-aligned current can be identified with 
the equatorward field-aligned currents. While these space charges tend 
to be discharged, to some extent, by the field-aligned currents through 
the ionosphere, the remaining space charges tends to cancel the primary 
electric field and modifies the magnetospheric convection. The iono­
sphere affects the magnetospheric convection in the process of distrib­
uting the original electric field and of discharging the space charges 
resulted from the convection. This whole process is implied in the 
works by Swift (1971), Vasyliunas (1971) and Jaggi and Wolf (1973). As 
the plasma particles drift in closer to the earth, the pitch angle dis­
tribution of the particles becomes more anisotropic if the first invar­
iant of particle motion is assumed to be conserved. Then the particle 
precipitation would take place due to the pitch angle diffusion (Kennel, 
1969) and cause the diffuse auroral luminosity. The diffuse auroral 
region would almost coincide with the region of the equatorward field- 
aligned current.
In the view expressed in the above, the equatorward field-aligned 
current can be considered as the secondary current, while the poleward 
one is the primary current. The observation reported in Chapter II in 
this thesis that the poleward field-aligned current is more intense 
than the equatorward one, supports this point. One of the results of 
the present calculations is that the entire equatorward field-aligned 
current is connected to the same amount of the poleward field-aligned
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current. This supports the hypothesis that the driving force from out­
side the magnetosphere is transferred to the main body of the magneto­
sphere through the ionosphere. Under the process mentioned in the above, 
the enhancement of the ionospheric conductivity at the foot of the pole­
ward field-aligned current would result in the substorm ionospheric 
current system.
Thus, the above theoretical models appear to provide at least 
qualitiatively the field-aligned currents observed by TRIAD. However, 
their main emphasis has been to elucidate the convection pattern, and 
none of them attempted to include a quantitative calculation of the 
resulting field-aligned currents. Therefore, it is urgent to extend 
to their study and examine whether or not the resulting characteristic 
field-aligned currents agree with those of the observed ones.
The present thesis is based on the observed characteristics of the 
field-aligned currents, and its sole purpose is to elucidate the rela­
tionship between the observed field-aligned currents and the induced 
ionospheric currents. Therefore, the results do not depend on the 
mechanisms which drive both the primary and secondary currents. However, 
it is hoped that the whole subject can eventually be treated in a self- 
consistent way and that the inferred mechanism for the secondary current 
is proven to be correct.
6.2 FUTURE STUDY
1) The detailed characteristics of the field-aligned currents, 
such as the longitudinal distribution of the field-aligned currents, the 
local time dependence of the ratio between the intensities of the poleward 
and the equatorward field-aligned currents and the relationship of those
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quantity with geomagnetic activity, are needed in extending the present 
study.
2) In the present study, the azimuthal dependence of the iono­
spheric conductivity was not included. This should be included in 
future models.
3) The magnetospheric closure and the generation mechanism of the 
secondary current should be re-examined since the latitudinal width of 
the equatorward field-aligned current sometimes seems to be too wide 
(5°) to correspond to the 'Alfvsn Layer' or the inner edge of the plasma 
sheet.
4) It is necessary to calculate magnetic fields due to both the 
ionospheric and field-aligned currents of the presented models to 
compare the results in more detail with ground magnetic observations.
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APPENDIX I
Figures Ala,b, A2a,b and A3 referred in Section 4.2.4
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( o ) Potential Pattern
Figure A1 The calculated potential patterns (a) and current patterns (b) in the ionosphere
for Models )9|. |10| and 111). For these models, the ratio  is  d iffe re n t. *jjT/*nT * 0.2
for |9). 0 .5  for (10) and 1.0 for 111). In a l l  models >:£/!.£ -  5 .0 , >:*/>*) -  -  2 .0 , and
>;M ■» >:**. The field-aligned  currents are located along the two latitude c irc le s  70“ and 65*. (
The peaks of the field-aligned  currents are at 06 and 1BLT. The direction of the ionospheric 
currents Is shown by th ick arrows In Pattern (4 ).
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( o ) fWtnhol Pattern
Piisun* A2 Tin* calculated potential pattcriiH (a) and current paiternu (b) in the louoxphcrt
f-*r Hodeln 1101» |4| and 1121. For theae Bodela, the location of the field-ill i)tncd •'lirrellt
L-h^Bfdelr  TheJ Icld-ulisiud
atdela x£/l£ -  5 .0 . -  >*/>:£ -  2 .0  and >:
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APPENDIX II
The computer program used in the present study is
listed here. The main routine to calculate potentials
<t> and electric fields E is labeled "POEGEN". In "POEGEN",
the two subroutines are used: the one "DCOMP" to obtain
the Fourier components of given field-aligned current
distributions and the other "KEISUH" to calculate the
coefficients P 1, A 1 , , B 1 , , C1 , and D1 , in the . n s n's n s n s
^ = P1 In (tan f) + E \  ( Ai . 0.n . _i , Q.nl . ,2 j A (tan -r-) +  B (cot tt) ( sin nip
n=l I V n 2 n 2 )
+ I C1 (tan |)n + D1 (cotI n  /. n
where i represents the name of the regions.
The current function J is computed by the main program 
labeled "AMPGEN" which is almost the same as "POEGEN".
The plotting of the equi-potential and the equi-current- 
function contours is done by the main routine labeled 
"PLCON". The plotting of the electric field is done by 
the main routine labeled "PLEF".
n j cos nip j
99
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‘ KAIKMIBftM PO£S£K
f ]  C POTENTIAL CONTOUR GENERATION FBG8WM -  WITH F IE L D -H  IGNSD CURRENTS 45
C BOUNDARY CONOITICrS FOR MANY CONDUCTING STRII»S._ NO_PHl DFPENOENCE OF_
C CONDUCTIVITY. THIS ROUTINE WRITES A“ DISK FILE WHICH WILL BE PLOTTED
f f  C BY SEPARATE PROGRAMS C ll  TC LARGE AMOUNT CF CATA -  WhICH WON'T F IT IN
C CORE -  ANJIRRAY 1340. « t 6 l REQUIRES 236K BYTES AND 360-40 HAS ONLY 
C i'29C AVAUABTE* "  THIS VERSION I^ESSENTIALLY-  SAME AS PROGRAM POTGEN 
f f  C WRITTEN BY SHIRLEY L IS J .
C _________________________       _ _  _
C TO GET COEFFICIENTS, SOLVE 10 EY 1C SIMULTENUCUS SOUAT IONS, 
f f  C THEN POTENTIAL AND ELECTRIC FIELD CAN EE OBTAINED EASILY.
C UNITS OF POTENTIALS ANC E-F IE LC ARE A PULTIPLES OF 25KV I_SEE FAC25K
C I .E .  FAC25K *  25KV » ANO VOLT ■/ UN, RESPECTIVELY, 
f f  C
PEALP8 CHAR IP ,5 1 _____  -_________ _________ _____________________
OIMENSION KLABI46I,
f f  1 RAVI 1811, RAH 18 1 ), PCTSI41, 6 1,  CBCTHl7 ) ,
  2 N<&),_______ ALPHAIfe) , BETA 16) ,______COE F FJ 4 ,6 ,2 01 . ?J 5 1, ____ ___
3 R ATH I6I, RG( 6 ) •  C eC C U (5,20 l,  S8CCUI5*,2£»1, 
f f  4 RATHHI6I, CUR015.5!, C U SP jS .S I, CETM61,
5 PATH!1611. PAPH118111 CCNST tS I ,  SPI20» , CP<2 0 1 ............ .................
DIMENSION CNEAT<61,3,4> 
f f  EOUIVALENCE <CeCTH<2),TH», (DSOTH!2 I» T H 2 I» ( 0B0TH<4»,TH3) ,
I  _________ < C3PTH< 51 ,TH4 | ,  <090TH< 6 ) ,TH5> . < UBCTHI 71 ,T HF»__ ____
‘ EOUIVALENCE lONEATf1 ,1 ,1 1 , F A P H t ll f ,  “  
f f  I C C N E ATIl.1 .21 . PATH!1 )1 .
-   2_____________ <CNEAT< 1 ,1 ,3 1 . R A T IO !, _________ _  ___________
3 (CNEATt 1 ,1 ,4 ) ,  PAH 11 I
ff d a t a  c h a r / *h c r .c e n t *,
" _1_________ ;___ '. (D E N S . ) ' ,__________ ;_______ _________________ ____  _______
I “  2 . . V t o O T c ; ' ,  : " f
I®  3 ■ MITERS.! « ,
< ■ ; 4 'B O U ND .IN '. ____________ ___________ - ..■
'  5 'COLT 1 0 ) ' .
f f  6 'E VE.CENT',
  J _______________* . (D E N S.I' . _____________________________  ;______
~ a - 'E V E . i i lD . '.  ■:■;■■ ■: -  : ■ , v  '
f f  9 . * IDENS,!  * f  : . .;v.:
 COMMON R. S1G. NTF, DTR_____________________________________ ________
" BUFF » 99 .0  '
0  DTR *  3.141592? /  180.0
R » 6483________  v ____________________  _ _ _ _ _
C
0  ff SffRMAT OfRK F t 'S  —  RFC l - U A  -  POfENVtALS FOR EACH PH I. RFC 361 FOR
~ C INPUT PARAMETER L IS T . REC 362-363 PHI  AND THETft CGHP OF RftYI E -F IEtO i
C SPECIFIED ON INPUT CARO 1 ,  FOLLOWING GROUPS OF 4 RECOREO WUL H#VE
f f  C SIMILAR DATA AS LCNC AS INPUT CARDS REQUESTING RAYS ARE IN INPUT L IS T .
_C UP TO 10 PROFILES ARE ALL RIGHT, THEN FILE ON DISK IS FULL_________ _____
C '
f f  CALL CLROSKfB* 401, 24 6 . 'U * .  BUFFI
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DEFINE F ILE  C U 0 1 , 2Afc. U i INDEX)
9  r r  5 k * i,A 6
KIAB(K) -  K - I
« rC M  | HUE
•  I DPP ■ 0
I. STOP * J .................... . ......................... .....  __......
® C READ PARAMETERS.f. _ _
A  PFAR!1,101) S !G» NTF » O P M , L 1ST* FAC25K ........... *...........
m  101 F0RMATIF10.2, 15, F10 .2 , 15, F 10.21
FEA D Iia p2>  J C E T M 1 I ,  1 .1 ,6 ) ,  I ALPHA! I {_, 1 .1 ,6 ) ,  ( BET A H  >. 1» I. fel
102 FCRMATI6F1C.2 /  6F 6 .2 , 5 * ,  6F6.2 » ~  '  " "
V  PEADI1,1031 I(CURDI1 ,J ) , 1 = 1 ,5 ) ,  C C U B M U S .J l, !S « 1 ,5 I , J « l, 5 )
103 F CP M AT J 5 F 6 . 1  5E 1C .3  » __________________ ____ _________ ________;_____
•  STEP « 1.
C    _  _ _____________ __________
^  bo 7 i « i , 6  -  - - ....................   - -  ~ - •
f t  DBCTHI1*11 « DETHII1
7 CONTINUE  __ _ ___________ ______
DPCTHFl) ■ 0 .0
C LOAD ..N. ARRAYS. AND CONVERT TO RADIANS AND FALVE.
«» DO 9 1 *1 ,6
_ NJ 11 » 0B 0TM I|*1J -  DB0T H U 1 
■ RATHIfJ *  OETHII)*CTR
®  RATHH(I) *  R A TH !I) /  2.
; _ 5 CONTINUE _______  _________
_  NC61 ■ N(6) * 1  "
m  c 
•
WRITE!8*1 REC) DETH. ALPHA, jBETA, SIG, CURD. CURH. OPHI, NTF.
-  ‘ I  "  FACZ5K, LIST ” ...  ~ '  '
W P IT tf3 ,3 0 1 I S1G, DPHI. CFTH* ALPHA, BETA, N, NTF, FAC25K 
_ .301 FORMAT!*1 INPUT PARAMETERS S
_  . .  --------- , FA . 1 , 2 * ,  *MHC*, 10X,
(W 2 'INCREMENT OF PHI • » ,  F 5 .2 , /  1HC, 12X, 'REGION*, 19X, • I * ,- T* I.Ili—13jLf__?Xl.I_,_i_.IAX,. _* 1V* j,—lAXf * V* f l5 X , »VI_/,___
_ A 1 7H1, TH2, TH3, THA. TH5* THF *  * .  646X, F 1 0 .1 ) ,  / / *
N* 5 • ALPHA I I -  6 ) * * , 6 IF 8 .2 ,  0X1, / ,
. . 6 ___• . BETA I 1 -  6 J  _
^  7 • POINTS PER REGION
W 8 • NTF * », 13, / / ,
9 • UNIT OF POTENTIAL *  * ,  F 1 0 .2 , • •  25 KVN  / /  )
HrTTE13 , 3QA1 ; " ~ “ ■ ~
m  30A FORMAT!• DISTRIBUTION ANC PAGMTUCE OF FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS*,/)
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• 13X• *TH2* » 13X, *TH3*• I3X , * TH4* , 13X*
I  _ 'T H 5*, /»  _  , _____
WRITE (3 • 3C5I T  CHAPt1111 * CHAR 12* II , I C L R D I i. J I ,  C U R M tI. jJ , J»
I  1*5 I ,  1 *1 .3  )
305 FCRMAT J  5 I JO X , 248 , i l X ,  5 C FA .O , M * .  F t . l t  ' I ' . J f X  U _
 1 / 11      ~         '  ............
C
C CALI FCR COEFFICIENT AND CALCULATE POTENTIALS. _  _ _
C
C
_  CALL OCOHP(CURD? CORP. S8CCU. CBCCU. CCNSTI_____________ _ __
c ■ — .......   '
CALL KEISUHIALPHA. BETA, RATH, SBCCU, CBCCU, COEFF)
KLAB  .........................  ...............
RAT • , T50, • POTENTIALS ' 
PHI » , 231*. / ,  • •,
R0S * R/SIG 
pin » o.o
_ P lfcJ « 0 . 0 ______________________________________  _
00 JO 1=2,5
P IM  » -Q .C 0004*I-ALPH AI I -  I I * P ( I - I I
_ I    » R C S« C C N ST II-H P S IN IB A TH tI-n i 1/ ALPHA! II
10 CONTftJUE
C LOCP FOR EACH PHI 1 •*— 360 EEGREE WITH INCREMENT 0PH1 INDEX <
1, 36C, INCP
t  SET PMAX • 0 —  MAXIMUM POTENTIAL AUN G  RAY.
c ■ . ■■■.". . ■■'■■■■■■■ '
PMAX i
00 8 l« l.N T F  '
PHIR *  I*IP*D TR
SP M I -  S INIPHIRI__________  ____________  _____
CPfTT  ■ COSIPHIR l " ■  —
8 CONTINUE
c - ' - - ■ ■ '■ : ■ ' " . •
C caT c u l ATl 'P o r e W r A ir i f F T o L lcwT ng l C 6 W lo^c Tn G r ay  A R O y .......
C IR * I  -  6 FOR EACH REGION, IN = 1 - -  N IIR I FOR NUMBER PF POINTS 
C IN EACH REGION. ______________________________________ _ ____
00
"" "TSiTT
© THC • OBOTHIIR) ♦ IN -  I .
  I F ! THD .EQ. 0. > GO TO 15
«
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__ CTT « CUTAM THM)
f j  TT • TANITHHR1
C GET PCTFNTIAL S.
C
01 » c .o  _
CO 20 NT«1,NTF .
CTTN » CTT**NT
TIN • TT**NT    _  _
C! * 0! ♦ ICOEFFI1 • IP * N T l* f fN  ♦ C0EFFI2,IR,NTI*CTTNJ*SPINT J 
1 ♦ ICCEFF(3 ,IR ,N T !*TTN  ♦ CCEFF1 4 ,IR.NT)*CTTN|*CP4NTI
20 CONTINUE _ _  _ _ _ _ _C "    —  - - ............................................................
0 ! • t 31 ♦ P IIP J4AL0G ITT I I/FAC25K
CO TO 30 _ _ _ _ _
c ..............      " '  "   '   ~~............................................
15 JR * 1 Cl = G,j>_    __ _   ______ _ ______
c
30 PMAX * AMAXU FMAX, ABSI C l ) )
RAYIJRJ_»_OI_______________________________ ___________ _ _____ ____
80 CONTINUE 
ICO CONTINUE
HP ITE 13 ,3 03 ! IP , IR A Y II I ,  1*1.46)
303 FORMAT! •" • , 13* T8, 23F5 .2 , /• '  Tfl7 23F5*.2, /  »
C '
C AT THIS TIME, HE HAVE A SET CF 46 P0TEM1 A iS  ALONG l iN E  OF PHt«£ONST. 
C NOW HE MUST INTERPOLATE FOP VALUES HE HANT 1 -4 ,0  TO 4 .0  IN 0 .2  STEPSI 
C AND LOAD 'PO TS ' ARRAY.
C  ____ ____________________________________________________ __ _______________
P?~A a * « r it '-L i r"«A» 4 .CO } ' •
IPMX • PMAX/C.2
IL * 21 -  IPK X __________________________     ' _ _ 1 : ________ _
IH « 21 ♦ IPMX “ “
C
C LOOP THROUGH OESIREO POTENTIALS HE M SP  TC F IN O . __ _______________
~C~~ ~ " • ~    '  '■ ’ '■ , ' ’ '
C FIRST SET 'POTS* ARRAY * 9 9 .C
C oc~ 1T T"T J174 “i ------------- ----------- ---------------------------------------------------- -
00 125 J - 1 ,6
P O T S H .J )  » 9 9 .0 ____ ________ ______________________________ __________
125 CONTINUE
00 300 J l - l L . J H
C _ _ _ _ _         _ ...........
C POTENT IAL AT PO T S IJ ltX X I  IS PS .
C
  PS « I J l  -  2 1 .)» C .2 _______ ___________________________________ __________
UO Vsu ■ ■■
R 6 IJ I  * 0 .
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Df 20C J2 -2 .4 5
I H  RAYIJ2I .L E .  PE .AND. PS . I T .  R A YIJ 2 ♦ 11 > GC TO 140
1F ( RAY1J2I .G T . PE .'N O . PS .G E . R A Y IJ2 U I > GC TO 150
140 FAC « IPS -  PAvT j 21) / (K A Y (J i» l)  -  R A Y ( J 2 i )
TVAl = J2 ♦ FAC -  1
GC TC 160 _
16C CC 17C J 3 -2 .7  _
IF I  TVAL .GT. CBCTM J2) j GC TC 17C 
IF{ 9G IJ3 -1 J .EC . C.O ) GC TC L£2
I p i T E I ^ i c !  REG, P S . “ IP  ......................
320 FORMATI*0 HCRE THAN ONE FCTATS IN REGION «, F 5 .0.
1 • FOR POTENTIAL,* F 6 .2 . • CN RAY • ,  16. / / )
!C«P * 1 
GC TO 200 
162 B G IJ ’ - l l  = 1 
IXX * J3  -  1 
P O T S ! J l. I X X l * TVAl 
r-r to 175 
170 CONTINUE
. C _0t.1T >FEN ALL..6 REG IC N S JC  ACE R . ___ 
C _
: WRITE~RECORD TC DISK AND PRINT IF "ESROR. '
IF  ( ID 
h P ITEC3 ,303 l PCTS
..
 KC------------
__T/!_tlST/ N-E\.1 1 G 0 T C .*!5...
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► P |Tf(i,31C >
310 FCBM ATC l —  -NTfBE FILE FR O  DISK ~  BIG POTS ARRAY //»  
re  4 i r  j m . s e c . jncp
EfAD (8*J) ( ( P d S U l . J ? )  ,J 1« 1 ,4 1 I ,J 2» 1 ,6 |
*.R IT F U .3 1 2 I  J 
312 E CRMAT( ' ' , 1 5  I 
WPITF13» 3081 FCTS 
4 lC  CGNTINUE
C
CCC CCHPUTF ELECTRIC FIELDS.C - - .. ....................... —  - ...
c
C CONSTANTS USED ARE ALREADY IN ARRAYS • CCEFF* AND *P*.
425 IR EC * 36? •................................................................ .....................-... .
C
C REAr CARD GIVING ST ART u. G A NC ENDING PCINTS OF LINE! PART OF GREAT 
C CIRCLE 1 ALONG WHICH E-FIELO  PROFILE IS WANTED.' " ~
C P H U , PHJ2, ANO THF
WRITE(3«220) _ _ _ _  __
22C F CPHATI* I *« /) .................
W PITFI3.221)
221 FCPMA7M •, 20X , 'FP-OFILES CF ELECTRIC FIELD* Ic ................  '.....................            *  '‘T'~
428 PFADC 1,112> END*SCC1 P H U , PH12, ThF
112 FCPHATI3F10.1> _ ______________ ___ _ __
OIF * PHI2 -  P h i l  
DIFR * 0 ! F*CTP
__ ThFR ■ THF*CTP_ _ __________       .____
CThFR * COSITHFP1 .........................~ "  ~
STHFR » S IM THFR)
CDIFR = CQSJDIFR)   __ ___
SCtFR ■ S iN IC IF R /2 .)  “ ~
COGAH * CTHFR*CTHFR ♦ SThFP*SThFR*CDIFP
SPAN = ARCCS< CCGAH)______________ ___ _________
OS PAN « SPAN /  DTR    '  ‘ .~ ~
WSTEP * SPAN 7  180.
PWSTE ■ MSTEP /  OTP _____  ______  ____________
CANG ICTHFRFSD!FRI / CCSISPAN /2 .I " "  '  '
SALON * 0 .0
DO 460__11*1.181 _ _ _  ....
C SAL « COSISAtCN) '
SSAt a SIN!SALONI \
CTH « CTHPROCSAL 4 5THFR*SSAl*CANG
Thr "« a r c o s ic t h    ' ~ .................... ................. . * '  '
I F ( THR «LT» 0.CCC3 I ThR * 0 .0
! f  * CTH »£G» I . ' .  EC I E  j U _______ _____________________________
 STH * SIN tTHRI J , ................   " .......  • . * ~ "  ~
APH1 * ARCSSI I C S | l -  CTK*CThFR)/»STHASTHFfO 1
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*
6
%
fe
fe
fe
%
GC TC 114 
116 APH1 « 0.0 
114 PHIP ■ PH I1*0TB ♦ APH 1
i p i  a b s i p h i r j  . t f .  » p m ip  * o. o
ShHI * S IM PH IBJ 
C PH I * COSlPH lSJ
Tl-r -  THR/CTP .............
TT * TAN(THR/2.0 >
IF I THU . IE .  T H  1 GO TC 43C
!F ( TF0 .G F. Th = ) GC TC 44C
CC 40 I » l , 4
KB EG
.AND. THR . L T l  RATHIKPEG) J GO TC 450I FI R A T H d l .1  =
4 C CONTINUE 
43C £ THE * 0 .0  ■
EPH 1 * 0 .0  
rc  6C NT=1,NTF 
VAR = N T*PHIR _ _
  SV « S INC VAR) "  '
CV * COS!VAR 1 
TTN * TT**INT-1)
FTHF. * NT* ( C C EFFI l» 1» NT1*SV 
EPH 1 * NT*( CCEFF11»1«NT)*CV
_tC CONTINUE _ _ _ __ __
FAC « -1 2  500 .  / t R *CCS ( TFR/ 2 . ) * CC 51THS/ 2 . ) )
ETHE * FAC*ETFE
E P H  * FACJEPM  _  _  _ __
GC TC 470
440 ETEE = 0 .0  . •
FPFI » 0 .0  _    _  _ _ _ ____________________
DC 70 NT»l,NTF ~
VAP * NT*PH1R
SV => SINIVARJ __ ___________ ___
C V ■ C O SI VAR I............ ......................  .......... .......................
TTN * TT**‘NT 
TTN2 ■ ?T?)*TTN
FT HE'" a NT*( TTN2 -  I .  I* ICO E F F< 1 ,6  , NT1 * SV ♦ COE FFI3  # 6» N T> *C V | / t  TN ” 
1 ♦ ETHE
EPHI * NT*t TTN2 ♦ I . »*ICOEFF11 ,6 .NT 1*CV -  C0EFF13,6.NT|*SVJ/TTN
■ r  .. . ♦ e p h i       “ .... . ... *...
7C CCNT1NUE
FAC » -2 5 000 . / <F*STH1 ______ _  _  __  _ _  _  _
ETHE i  FAC*EHE "  - - - - -  - • -
EPHI * FAC*EPHI
GC TO 4 70    _     __
450 ETHE £  0 .0  "  "  ' "  ‘  '  "  ' '
CTM  a 3 .0
FAC « -2 5C 00 . / CR*STH1 
  0 0 ~ W  NT’*T*nTF
VAR * NT4PHIR
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CV » COS1VAR)
TTN ■ TT**NT 
TTN2 = 7 TN'* T T\
[Th f ft ETh= ♦ !N T/TTN )*((CCEFru ,KREG .M > *TTN ? -  C U F  F( 2 , K R fc G , NT t )
I *SV ♦ CrrFFF!3,KPEG ,NT)=TTN2 -  CCEFF1 4 .NPEG,NT 11*CVI
F P U  « EPHl ♦ (N r/TTN)*(!CCEFH1,KFEG .NT)*TTN 2 ♦ CCEFF! 2, KREG, NT))
1 *CV -  ICnEFFI3,KREO,NTI*TTN2 ♦ CCEFFI4,KREG.NT)>*SV)
SC CONTINUE
ETFE e FAC*I P!*RFC> ♦ FTHE J 
EPHI * FAC*EPHl
’ 47C EY • -ETHE*CTF»SPF! -  EPHI*CPHI ...........................  ~
CTP * CTH*CPHI .
EPTE -  SORT! FTFE*FTHE*! 1 .j- CTP**2> ♦ 2.*ETHE*FPHI*CTP*SPHI ♦
1 FPH! * FPHI*CPH I*C FHI > "
IF ! FV .L T . C.C  ) FMTr * -EFT E 
FPNTN » EPH1*SPH! -  £ THE*C TP
PAY! I I I  * 6MTE ................. .....................................
R A 11 11) a EMNTN
PA T H !II) ■ THD _ _ __
PA P H U I)  * PH 1 P/OTP 
SALON = SALON ♦ WSTFP 
4sC CONTIFUE......................................................   _ ............_ ...................
HR IT F !8• IRECI PHI1, PH I2 , TFF • OSFAN, PATH
IREC = IREC ♦ 1 ___  _  _ _ _
wP I TF I 8 • |REC ) P H U , PH I2 . TKF, OWST E « p’ APH
IPEC = IREC ♦ I
HP ITE18 • IREC ) PH 11, PHI2, THF, PAY
IREC * IREC '*  1 ........................  *        “  *
HR I TE( 8 * IREC I P H U , P H U , T FF, RAI
IREC « IREC_ ♦ I _  _  __  ___
   WF ITF 13.3161 PH II, P F I2 . THF ............
316 FCPMATl / »0PHI = », F 6 .1 ,  • PHI2 * *, F 6 .1 ,  • THF = •
1 _ , _F5 .1 , / /  )____________ _ _ _ _______ ___
 WRITE!3,2301 ' "
230 FORMAT!1H , 3 !8 X , 'P H I S  2X, ‘ THETA*, ?X, 'E Y * , 7X, " E X ',  2 X ) , /)
00 600 _ W » *  _ _  _ ___________________ _________
CNEAT 160, 3* 17 =“ 122456la lC  "
ONEATI6 1 ,3 * 11 • 12345676.C
60C CONTINUE______ ____________ _______  . _____ _________________ ______
WRITE(3,313I ( ( (C N E A T II1 ,12,131 , 13= 1,4), 1 2= 1,3 ), 11*1 ,61)
318 F 0R M ATI6U • » , 5X» 3 I F 6 .1 ,  2*» F 5 .1 ,  4X, F 7 .2 , 2X, F 7 .2 , 3X , •* " ,
1 3 X ) , /  ) )  , _ ____________ ______________  ....................... ...
' GC TC 420 
900 CALL EXIT
  ENO _ _...............        .'____  ___________________ _
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SUBROUTINE PCCPPtCOAD, CUSP, SBOCU, CBOCU* CCNSTI
c
C RCUTIKE TO GENERATE 'M E *  COEFFICIENTS C£ A FOURIER EXPANSION.
C MAXIMUM NTF IS 20 . CBOCU ARE •COSINE* COEFFICIENTS, SBOCU ARE *S lN I»
C CCEFF 1C IEN TS. CONST ARE CONSTANT TERNS.C
C F (PHI I -  CONST ♦ SUM CBCCUINMCCalNAPHIl ♦ SBOCUtNIASINCNAPHl) I
c ..........................
C UP TP 5 FUNCTIONS CAN El EXPAhCEO.
C CIPFNSION C U R 0 I5 ,5 I• CUA'RTSTSITY 58CCU 3 .2 0 1 , C 8 0 C U l5 ,2 0 l, .......
t CCNSTI5)
rrPNCN A , S IC , N TF, CTR ___ _ _  _ _
■ CUR0Tl,4»*0TR
C OEFINE M rsCELLANEOLS 'TCNTTMTS. “
C
DO 35 IP*I»5
A l « C U R O tl. tP T -  C C R O IfilW  ..........................
A2 » CURDI1,IP1 ♦ CUR0t2«IPI 
A3 ■ A2 -  CUR0I3*IP)
 A A "C U R  0 (A ,T R T ~ -T u W T 51TFT - 1 U W 1  3 , f  PT
A5 * AA ♦ CUR0I3*IPI
A6 • CU RO IA,IPI ♦ CU RDI5 ,IPI
*r»"At-'2JWI ---■“
AS •  CU RM IIs lP I -  C U RP I2 ,IP )
A9 -  CURM I5.IPI -  C U RP IA .IF I#1-£ -'tUR«"f2*!PT/-*T”......
B3 » CURM I2,IPI/A3  
BA -  rU R M (5 ,IP ) /  AA
B T i " i o R w r y # m r w   ~   1
c LCCP FOR NTF COEFFIC IE N TS .
t i  - “ccsiffc~**Tr~
S2 • SINI1NPA2I 
C2 ■ C0S(IN*A2)
55 i 'S Iif lT R W lT -  
C5 • COS!INAA5I
56 » SIN IINPA6)
ct •-'ce«w»Knr
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> B1 / IM * I <1 /  IN -  A l * C l  1
-  C 'JR M t2 .IP » * C L P D (2 fIP » * (C l ~ C 2 )
» A 3 /IN  * ( 2 . * S I M  I N * C lR 0 ( l , I P n  -  S I -  S2 
l . / l  !N *C U Pn*2 .IP> > *(F2 l ♦ F 2 2 I
* A 3*C 2
» l . / I N  * (S IM IN * C U R 0 (3* IP  I I  -  S2I
> P 3 /IN  * IF31  ♦ F 3 2 1
« - I .  *AA»C5
■ I . / I N  * ( S5 -  S IM  IN*CURD(3, IP) I I  
PA /IN  *«F A l ♦ FA2 >
-  C U R M 5 , m * C lR C ( 5 . I P » * ( C 5  -  C6)
» A 9 /IN  • ( 2 . *S IM IN *CU RD 14 «I P I ) -  S5 -S 6) 
l . / ( C U R 0 I5 , I P » * I M  *( F51 -  F52I 
P 7 /IN  *(A7*C6 -  S 6 / I M
f 1 F 2 •
SPf'f !J( I P , IN) F /P !
F 5 • Ft
« e 1 / I f !  *(A 1 *S 1  ♦ l . / I N  * (C 1  -  1 . )  I 
I » C U R M 2 .1 P )*C IR D (2 ,IP )* (S 2  -  S I>
? -  A f l/ IN  *(2 .*C C S (IN *C U R D (1 ,IP » »  -  C2 -  C l I 
-  l . / (  IN *C U R D !2 ,IP » ) • ( G21 * G22)
. -  - l . * A 3 * S 2
’ » 1 , / IN  *<CCSI I N * C U R D ( 3 , im  -  C2J 
» P 3 /IN  * (G31 ♦ G32I 
« AA*S5
’ « l . / I N  * (C 5  -  C C S (IN *C U R 0 (3 ,IP I» »
» P4/IN *(f.<ur«2i ....
» C U R M (5 ,IP )* C IP D (5 .IP )* (S *  -  S5)
' •  A 9/1N  *  ( C6 ♦ C5 -  2 .*C C S (IN * C U R C (A ,IP in  
■ l . /C IN *C U R O (5 ,IP M  > IG 5 1  ♦ C 52I 
« - l . * H 7 / ! N  * (A 7 *S 6  ♦ l . / I N  * (C 6  -  1 .> )
2 5 e c u  INUF 
: r . o ' P i m  c o n s t a n t s .
M * C ( 'R M ( l. I P » * C U R C (2 ,IP l ♦ 0 .5 *CU RD C3.IP 1*CUR M (2 ,IP1  
1 -  0»5*CURD(3» IP 1*CIjP M |5 , 1PI ♦ P I*C1JRM 5, IPJ 
.? ♦ C U R P U ,!P )* C U R C (5 » IP »
C T N S T (IP I « H / ( 2 ,* P I )iS COMSKUE 
100 PFTURN 
ENT
3 ♦ Gh ♦ G5 ♦ Ge 
G / PI
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SLPROUTJNF KEISUH! ALPHA, BETA. BATH, SBCCU, CBOCU, COEFFI
C
C ROUTINE COMPOTES COEFFICIENTS AND PUT H E P  INTC ABBA? 'COEPF*.
C I 'KFISUH* MEANS COEPEfCIEKf' UTJTHNE5E.> NE USE 'COEFF' TO CALCULATE
C POTENTIAL ANO E-F IELO .
C
DIMENSION ALP H 1 6)» BETA !eT .RATH 16 >, SBCCU!5,201VCB0CU f5.20»
0 IPENS10N CO EFFU ,B ,20»
C
c p I psT S u b s c r ip t  R iFRTsENfs“ T r r ,n ^ ^ ^
C THIRD. DEGREE IN FOURIER EXPANSION. NTF REPRESENTS THE HIGHEST OECREE.
DIMENSION A liC O I .  A A U C O I. B U C I .  B E U O I , S B !101.
1 0 H A H 6 .6 I , 0 P E 01 6 .6 I. T I5 I .  S I5 t»  0 T I5 .5 I .  S T IS .S I .
 2  .............  TTI 5 I   _____________________ ____ ........................................__________
CCMMON R. S tG , NTF. OTR
A l l  V ALPHA ITT     :
AL2 * ALPHA!21
AL3 * ALPHA!3)____________________________________________ __________
ALA • ALPHA!*!
~ DAL2 « -2 .F A L2  
TAL3 * -2 .* A L3  Q AM * - 2 -PAL*
PAL5 * -2 .P A L5  
00 10 1*2 .6  
00 10 J* i» 5
— oFitTfij» * AiPffMimrm? ri - fti7HxrjT*HTKrjr~
D PE O II .J !  « A LPH A !n  -  ALPHA!J)
10 C O N T I N U E __________________________ ____________
0  C"'5 IC*r» 2TJ---------
C C E F F ! I .J .K )  * 0 .0  
5 CONTINUE_____________
 ITT tN TTR O T -----------------
DC 200 NT*1.NTF 
00 20 !*« -5
   T fTT*" TANI RATHir
T T II I  • T I I I P T H I
ALE » ALPHA!5» 
AL6 * ALPHA!61
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w 20 CONTINUEC
 0 C ^ 0 _ I« 2 » JL _
DO 30 J «  1*4 
O TI1 .4 I « T T I I I  -  I T U )  
S T I I . J I  -  T T III  ♦ T T U I  
■3 CCNTIN f- ~
SBIK I • O.QOOQ«*R*StK)/{$lC*N1) 
8 t2 * K - l l  m SB(K)*SeOCUIK»NT) 
B I2*X ) •  $BfKI*CBOCUK«NT»
40 CONTINUE " — ~
00 SC K«2*4 
„KK J*2*K
B IK K -1 ) «  B IK K -D 4 1 IK ) 
B (K K ) * B fitX l*T<K)
50 CONTINUE ____________
c f i r s t  ctfpr ow~mm~»,
DO 55 I - I , 100» s*o __
"  "55 CONTINUE
A l l )  «  S I2 __________
A I2 I  » - 0 H A l l2 * l)  '
A I3 ) • 0 P E 0 I3 * 2 )* TT I1 ) 
A I4 ) »  -D H A H 3 * 2 )»1 T I1 )
A I5 I  • 0 P E0<4*3)*TYll>
A IA I « -0 H A iU « 3 !* T T M I
A l7) «__0PE0IS*4)»TTI1)____________
‘ A183 V - D H A U  5»4)*Tf U  )
TER l »  0PED(6*5) -  SS5*TTC5J
T£R2 »  «0»AU<fet3>*I 1 « «  7 T IS ) )
A i d  « TER l * T T U I  
A (101 • T682 # T T i p
A l l l l  « 0A12___________________________
A.I13I » ~A13*0T(2,1) ♦ A12*ST(2*D  
At 141 « > O NA lt3»2I«O Tt2*U  
»»e5 i -  u r£ D t4 » 3> «0 T f2 tU  '■ ■"'^ITfei‘»"*OMAiI4,fW81l2,l"l------- "
MS?S ■ ^ £ S t 5 .4 ) A » t | ( i )
C ■ , ■■ . ■■■ • ■■■■■■ • ■■■■■ :---------- ------
C LOADING OF ARRAY I  HAS BEEN QCRE* LOAC ARRAY A
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A113) • -OH4LS5»4»i*OTI2tl* 
i f  19) • T E ft!* D T!2 «l! 
i f 2 C )  -  T£ R 2»0Tf2*1)
i f  25) ■ Al4*DTf3*2) ♦ A l3 *ST t3»2 t
i  f 26) -  - O H A lf i*31*DT13*2 )  __ _
i f 27) • o p e o 5 '4 i w r r $ » s r  r  •
A t26) • -D H A lt 5 .4 )* 0 T I3 .2 ) -  -
A t 29) • TER )*O Tf3*2) _____ ____
A t 30) • T E B 2 »C T T3 .2 )"
A f35) • 0 A l4 «T T f3 ) \
i f 37) -  AL5*0Tf6*3) ♦ AL4«ST t4 * 3 )
■ » m r • 'ofw#fr *..
A t39) »  TER1*D7I4,3>
A f4 0  «  TER2*CTt4«3) 
i f 4 T i  »  FA tT*TTT4>l
A149) • A l6 * 0 Tf5 «4 ) *■ A l5 * S t f5 .4 ) -  f Al6*D7t5*4) -  A1 5 * ST(5 * 4 ))*  
I TT f5 )
 '  i f 50) • T iR 2 «C fr5V4l................ .......... ...
OC 51 K«2* 50* 2
Af K449 » » -A t  K)
 AT KTB iT l •  Af K - l  )........................................................ '
51 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE
C SOLVE SIKULTENUOUS EQUATIONS BY USING SOaHCUTlNC «SIHQ».
~ TJCT7C 1*1*10 
s e t i i  • s t i )  
70 CONTINUE
'■ 00 68 M l*  10
B i l l  •  B I D  * A A fK * 1 0 »I-lC !# S e tK ) 
66 CONTINUE ___________ _
C SECOND CALL FCR SING —  HIGHER STEP BY ONE CROCK
t
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C fttt  S1MQI ftA,B, 10, KS J . .. ...
C
CO 71 I » l ,  10
s m i i  » s e c ts  ♦ B i n ........................
71 CONTINUE
C _ ________
C CAICULATF CTHE9 C0EFFIW EN’fS  ANO T l l f  f F l f f  fN f0 ARRftV C O fF f , ............
00 72 K«1 ,S
CCEFFt l.K .N T I  » f f l F i  J.......... ........................   ' ...... ........
C0EFF(3»K,NT| « 5 8 IM 5 )
72 CCNTINUE
c o E r p r i t ^ K f r - ' i c c E c W i t f t f i V T C f T r i i f t C S i r ^ r ^ ^ r ' i c o i r T t t ' iM c o t m r
1 .3 ,N T )* 0 T (3 t2 M C a E F F I I ,4 ,N T |* 0 T { ft ,3 l« C C E FE I l,5 (N T I* 0 T ( 5 ,4 ) ) / ( l.»
_ _2TT IS I I_______ _________ _____________
COEEF1'3 VSTKTT * IC C E F F O ilT N T l* ? !  IIT* lX finP I3»  2« N T fW rr2» I >*COFFRT“
1 .3 ,N T )* D T t3 t2 )*C G E FF f3 ,4 fN T )* 0 T (4 t3 )4C C EF F (3 ,5 ,N T )* 0T (5 ,A )J/ ll.*
   2TTI 511_______________
00 73 K=2*4*2
COSFM k ’ T n t I * ^ ^ ^ E F IK ~ l , l ,f t T I* C C E F f  IK » l ,2 tW T I  l* T T ( I I j i  ^
C0EFF(K,S,NT) • CCEFF(K-l*l,NT)*TTU)«COEFF<K-l,2»im«OT<2*li 
l»COEFfIK-1,3,NT}*OTI3,2|4CCEFFIK-1,4,NTI®OT(4,3)-CCEFFIK-1,5,N7»0
" 2TTI4) " '  " ~  '------------------------------------- ----- — —
f  73 CCNT1NUE
COEFFI2 ,6 ,N T J o  C G E FF tl«6 «ftT» 
 ----------------------» € G EF F (2 ,6 «ftT)
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MAINPROGRAH PLCON .
C RCUTIMF PFAOS PIC POTENTIAL FILE —  ONE REGION AT A TIME AMD DA AMS 
C CCNTCOPi I ABE LING EVEPV MULT I PIE CP O.A. POTENTIALS ARE ON DISK 
C IN ?A6 RECQfiCS FCP EACH VALUE CP PEHI. 2A6 WORDS RECORDS WAV E
C Al RIPLS FCP EACH FFGICN.
C Al nicprs APE THETA VALLES VHEPE POTENTIALS -A.O. - 3 , 8 , ------ —  3.8,
C A.o OCCURS. FILL CHARACTER MAS 99.C. so THOSE v a l u e s  ARE NOSFD'ATA ITEMS, 
c hjcte —  THERE IS EOT ENOUGH RCCP IN CORE FOR ALL DATA AT ONE TIME,
C SC al F USFC FOR PLCTS IS 10 0EG/1NCH.
C ‘ ■   '
F F A l*A NFAC
rtEcNSION LR (31 __ _ _ _ _ _ _
ri“ENSlCN PA,Ai,36Cl»  DLMI2C5), ThI6).
1 A K 6 I ,  B E I6 ) , PAR Ml 6 9 ) ,  R A Y U 6 ),
? CLRCIS.5), CLRPI5,5) _ _ _ _ _
r i EC*-s i o n   sia i isi,  i s p t i s i , c u l i s t , c u k i t s
FCUI VALENCE ( P A R H I l l . T E U ) ) ,  IPAPHI7) »ALI I) I , IPARMI131 ,BEI I) t,
1 (PAPE(191,SI G ) *
?............... .......... rpsppf 2c i . c w i r . f  n , i  p a r * i *  s i , c o m a ,  m
EQUIVALENCE IRAVIl),CUP(1)I
c cat*, sus/ . r T r iT r T , T n i w TV'» * , 'v t  ' ) ,T ' T . ' r r  r , ' n i • ,
1 *IV •, *V S ' V I  ','1 • ,*2 *,'3 '.'A *, '5 ', *F %
2 *P • / ______
DATA ISM/ 6*3T, 6*42, 6* 6 6, 7 .......
CATA cut / *CCP*, •WOP*, •eoc*, *CCE*, • m o e * /
CATA CUM/ »PCPr, J ’FCP^, »ECS», *POE*, *FCE^ / _______________
inF I TF ( 3 , 6 6 0   ....  ' ~
itZ FCPH'AT { « ENTERED PLCCft CP • ) .
CTR » 3.1A1 59 27/ ISC. ___  ______________________________________ ____
DEFINE FILE 8 (760, 2*6. U, INDEX)
hPITE(3,661) ............... ...
6 6 i fcpmat i * B f n u s r w n t r i i i  *~t
LPIl) ■ 2
LRI2) ■ A __   .
L P r s i "■ 6..............
C BEAD bHICH REGIONS TC LOAD DEFAULT * 2 ,9 .6
PEAD I 1, 101, END * 5 ) I I P I H RI. I t R * 1 . 3 ) _________________ _____
ioi F o o n T T - y m  ‘ " ... .
3 SCI *  10 ,
CALL 
CALL 
CALL
C ftFAD RECORD 361 TO GET REGIONS. CONSTANTS LSED IN CALCULATION OF
C POTENTIALS A N D 'E -T m M ," "  ' '
C
ISV
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JP fC  -  361 . .....................
P fA P d S V 'IB E C I  < T M !» . 1 -1 ,6 1 . U L U 1 ,  1 -1 .6 1 , <66111, 1 -1 ,6 1 , S I6
1 ,< IC IR D I9 ,J l ,  1 -1 ,5 1 , J -1 ,5 1 ,
2 « c U R N <I , J I ,  I - i . S i T  J  • 1 ,5 1 , OPHi,  KTF, NFAC, LIST' 
WP M E <3,662)
<62 FCRHAT < • REAO PARK RECCRC CK • »
INCP -  OPH1 ........  ~ ~ ...................   ;.... .....................
c
C OR AW 5 CIRCLES OF RAO!IS TFE1A1 tC  THETA5. EACH IS  REALLY 2 CIRCLES
c with ra p ii 0.02 f j« H ii» A R f ~ T O W T in n r if £ r if ia H ( ^ f i< 7n n !i8i^di«iis;---------
c
DC SO 1 -1 .9
ILCOP -  I   '    "..................................................................................................................................................................
RR • tH I11  
ANG « 0 .
■ DANG • 1 0 .•DTP *" ~ ..........
30 CALL PLOT!0 .«  RR, 13|
OC AO J -1 ,3 7
*P ■ PR -SIM AN G )    ~ ' .. ... ....
VP » PP*COS<ANG) .
CALL P L C T K P . YP , 12)
ANC « ANG ♦ DANG '  ~.... ...........  ......................
AC CONTINUE
IFI ILCOP .EO . 2 ) GO TO SO
I LOOP > 2 .. ....  ..........
PR • PR * C .02  
CO TO 30
50 CONTINUE .......    '  ----------------
CALL P L 0 T I -A .5 , C . ,  31
CALL P L0 T t« 6 .5 , C . ,  2)
CALL P L C T JC ., 4 .5 ,  31 ‘ " r  .. .......
CALL PLO TIO ., > 4 .! ,  2)
CALL S V M B C lf -0 .1 , “ A .7 ,  0 .1 4 ,  *C*« 0 .0 ,  11
CALL SVHBCLt-O .O , - A .6 .  O .O T l) '
DC 325 IPPP -  1, 2
INCR • 0
IF I IPPP .E C . 2 I IN C T  -  400 ......
C
C FIRST SET OF PLOTTING IS FCR CCNTCURS—  LCOP CNCE FOR EACH REGION.
c '  ........  ..........................................................
OC 30C 1 -1 ,6
C
C READ IN REGION I INTO PA ARRAY.   *
C
DC IOC J - 1 ,3 6 0 ,  INCP
C I RPC -  J    “  ‘
IPEC •  J  * INCP
CO TO <60, 7C» 80 , 9 0 , 110 , 1201 , I 
GO READ* iS Y 4 I k ECI < P8< K ,J l, « « l , A l | ,  'f lS a W IT t  M i l ® !  T
GC TO 100
I
i
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70 PE40nSV»|PFC» I C L M M . K > l« 4 1 lt  < PA (* .J| , M l,4 1 > ,
 K | , M l , 1641
*»• M iv c a v r   (P A (p .j i.  m i t4 i» ,
K | ,  M l , 123)
M ,  M l , 1 2 3 1 ,..... (P A IK .J1 , M l , 4 l l ,
M i  M I . E 2 I
11 • M i v i M i . .t w i  k » ji n s n t n r
l  I P L M M ,  M l , 411
GC TC 100
120 pe« c( is r* tf ie c i i d i X k i ,  k m ,2CS)•  iP A tK . j r ,  M lT S f r
ICO CONTINUE
C
C PICT CCNTCURS FOR AEG:C&~ r  ~  T A B fO KC - CCRtOUftS p 
C IN REGIONS 2» 4. AND 6 . 3R NHATS EEEA RECLESTEO
IIABL *  I I -  tRi i l  I •  f  1 - T R i 2 l  > •  T  I -  L frST  » '
CO 25C J -1 .4 1
VLB ■ I ) - 2 l l * 0 . 2 _______________________________ _____________
U B  • - I  "  '  ” '
!M  PC O tJ-1 ,21  .EO . 0 1 I LB • I
c_____________________________________ _
C SEARCH ALL MVS FC ffW IO T- H rrT K C IE fT T C tlliT T ir. ]
C NO CALCULATION ATTEMPTED OR THAT POTENTIAL OESIREO IS  NOT ON PARTI- 
C CULAR RAY IN PARTICULAR REGION.
c .......   ' ......
IFP » 0
p r  ?OC j t * l .  3TC. IACP____________________________________________________
IF ! KKK »GT. 340 I KKK » KKK -  360 
IF I  P A U tK X K )  .EO . 4 9 .0  ) GO TO ITS
ARC i '  KKJOTTR ”
PR • PA (JtKKK )
KP ■ RR*StMANGI________________________________________________________
• -yf - r ^ K i j s n n a a  ' ~~
I F t I F P  .EO . 0 .O R. TLB .E C .  I I  CALL PLCTIXP, VP* 131 
IFP  « i
 CSIT PrOTHfP t 'YPT T2T-----------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL PLOTIXP, V P - C . i .  121
IF U L B  .L E .  01 CC TO 2CC ____________
itB ■ o " "      ~
XN « XP /SC l -  C .03 
VN •  VP/SCL -  C.C3
i f i  iL A B i . i c r r c r " c * i ' i r i i iU P f f F ir ( x T ir T N .  6 . o r r i r i r v . T j r
% i>
 CO TO 280 .
175 IFP  a C
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I F IU B  .EQ . - i l  
!LB  • I 
2CC CONTINUE
250 CONTINUE...............
330 CONTINUE 
325 CCNTINUE
C PLOT c r  CONTOURS FINISHED ~  NCh L IST  CUT ALL PARAMETERS USED IN 
C CALCULATING CONTOURS —  ALPHAS. BETAS, YNETAS, ETC. SO THEY HILL 
C BETWEEN CONTOURS AN C E -F  fE I 0™P PC E l L I S .— ........  .... ....................................
YS ■ 4 .2
' XS » 6 .0 ................................    "  ' '■ ....... ............................
DC 350 !> 1 ,IS
CALL SYMBOL IX S , V S . 0 .2 8 ,  1 S P I I ) ,  O .C , - I I
CALL SYMBOL 1 - 0 .O V -y r -O .O T , ir .T f f i lU B T I I ,  3 .0 ,  3 1 ............
CALL SYMBCLI-C .O , YS , 0 .2 8 ,  ♦ • « , C .O , 3)
CALL NUH8FR(-C.O, -O .C ,  0 .2 8 , P A R P I I I . 0 .0 .  21
VS * v s  -  0 .5   ~   - ..... - .......- .......................-
350 CONTINUE 
YS « 4 .2
XS « 9 .0  ' ~ —  ------- -.....-...................................
Dr 3AC I » l, 5
CALL SYMBGLIXS, VS, 0 .2 8 ,  C I L ( I ) ,  0 .0 ,  31
CALL SVN eOLi-O .d  • " W T K I i r ^ i " 1T T . T ( r T I   ..... ............... .........
YS » YS -  C .5  
360 CONTINUE
YS « YS -  i .C  '       -    - ­
00 370 1*1,5
CALL SVHBCLIX S , YS, 0 .2 8 , C U P ID ,
CALL SYMBOL 1 -0 .0 ,  VS , 0 .2 8 ,  "
YS « YS -  C .5  
370 CCNTINUE
CALL SYHBCLTT6740, 4 .7 ,  OTTOTH I I  ITT IV— V ' f . O . O ,  3 T ~
XS » 10,40  
00 39C K « i,
YS “ 4 . 2 ...... "
KST • 14 ♦ 5*K 
00 380 J - 1 , 5
J J  « KST ♦ J  - --------
CALL NUMBERIXS, YS, 0 .2 6 ,  P A R P IJJI ,
YS • YS -  0 .5
180 CCNTINUE .........................   ~
XS •  XS ♦ 1 .2  
390 CONTINUE
VST -  YS -  i . C  ..............................
XS > 10 .40  
DO 392 K“ l , 5
YS  •".V'ST  ..........................- ...... ..................
KST • 39 ♦ 5«K
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nr. 394 j » i , 5
J J  .  VST ♦ J
C AU  M J*B E IU * S .jrS . 0 ,2 8 .  0 .0 .  - I !
VS •  VS -  C .5 ......................  " — ■ - •
394 CCNTINUE
XS •  *S ♦ 1 .2  
392 CCNTINUE
375 C A l l  PLO TI2C .. O .C . -31
403 CAU P tO T I lS . ,  - 5 . ,  ICOI _____
f.A lt  EXIT 
FVO
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HAINPROGRAM PlEF
C
c p CUT IKE BEADS »NC PLCTS I -F IE IC  PLCFILCS .
C BOTH X - AND Y-CCMPS « HONIGNT TO NOCN AND CAWN TO DUSK COUPS I ARE 
C PLOTTED ALONG PART CP GP£A7“ CJPCLES '6H0SE BEGINNING POINTS ARE PEAO 
r. r* c*  F IL E .
C SC Al E IS 1C OEG/INCF IN X AND VAPIABLE IN V .
C r  {PENSION THI61, A U 6 I ,  B E I6 I , CUROI5.51, CURM I5.5),
1 PARM691
DIMENSION S LB I19 I, I$P<191, C L I I 5 ) .  CUNI5), RAVIIB11.
1 CNPI2) i  P A T H 18 1 I. PAPHI181I
FCUIVAIENCE IP A R H 1 I . T M l l t i  (P A R M I7 I,A ll 1 11 • IPARMU31 ,REI1> I ,
1 (PARMI 19TVSI C ) , T  P A RK( 2 C1» C UR 011 ,111 ,
2 ( P A P H U 5 1 ,C L R M l,m
C DATA SUB/  * ,*5 • o *E '» ’  I • . ‘ ! l  ' . '  1 1 1 ',
1 ' I V  ' , * 9  * , 'V I  ' . » I  ' . M l  ' . ' I I I ' . ' I V  * . 'V  *»*Vl •»
? »P • /_________________________________________________ _____
CATA ISM/ 6*37. 6*42. 6*66, 48 /
DATA C U l/  ’ CCM*. 'ROB*. 'eO C*. *CCE» , ‘ WOE* /
CATA CUM/ 'PC P* . •FCM*. •8CS, » ’ PCE*. *FCE* / ____
CATA CMP/ *Y‘ , •)<• /
CTP * 3 .1415527 / 1EC.
DEFINE F ILE  8 1401, 246 , L , INDEX! ____
CALL PLOT ST ...........*......... ' ......
CALL P L 0 T I2 . ,  S . ,  -3 )
10 R EAD11 ,103 , EN0*7CC1_ YFAC__________________________________________ ____
103 FCBMATI F 5 .1  )
CALL OFFSET( C• , 1 C ., C . ,  YFAC!
i SV = o _________________________,________ ___________________  ___
C READ PECORD 361 TO GET REGIONS AND CONSTANTS USED.
C _ .. _____  _____ ___ _____ _____
 TP EC « 3 6 1 ...................................     ' .
PEAOI ISY* IREC) ITH I1 ), 1*1 ,61 , C A L I I ) .  1 *1 ,61 , IB E U 1 , 1*1 ,61 . S1G
1 ,1 (CLROI1 ,J ) ,  1 *1 .5 1 ._______________________________ _____ 2..............  ....... ...... jfT tG FFT fT J t.  I - K S V T  C T * S ,  NTF, LIST
C
C L IST  ALL PARAMETERS L SEO I N CALCULATICN.  .......... ....................  ..................
c   ....... ~  ‘ ’
YS * 4 .2
xs * o.o __  ___   —
DO 350 1*1 ,19  " . . . .
CALL S Y M B C U XS ,YS .O .2 8 , I S P U  1 ,0 .0 , -1 1
CALL SYM0CLI-C .O . YS -C .C 5 ,  O .tO , S U B M It  0 .0 ,  31 ____
 c a ll  s v M ic i^ c T ir r T T r 'O T T r .  T  *  t ,  s i c r r a i ...
CALL NUMBERI-C.0, - 0 . 0 ,  C .2 8 , P A R P I I I ,  C .0 , 21
YS « YS -  C .5  _ .......................................
350 C tN T W uE  ....... ... ' • '
YS  « 4 .2
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#
XS • 3 .0  
r c  36C 1-1*5
CALI SVMBCUXS, VS. 0 .2 C . C l t m .  C .C . 3)
CALL SVM H0LI-C .0. V s . 0 .2 6 , * • ’ » O .C .31 
VS * VS -  C.5 
36C CCNTI*UE
VS * VS -  1.0 
00 37C 1*1.5
CALL SYMBOLIX S » VS* C .2 8 . C U M ! ) .  O.C* 3)
C A ll SYM 3C II-C .0 , VS, C .26 , • • •» C .C . 31 
YS * VS -  C.5 
37C CONTINUE
CALL SYM BC H 4.40 , 4 .7 ,  0 .2 8 , • !  I t  I I I  IV V •» 0 .0 , 23)
XS * 4 .40
OC 39C K « l,5  _ _ _
YS * 4 .2  
KST « 14 ♦ 5*K
CO 38C J* 1 .5 ____________  _
J J  * KST ♦ J
CALI NUMBER!XS, VS, 0 .2 6 , P A R M J J ) , C .O , -1 ) '
YS » VS -  0 . 5       _ __ _  • _
360 CONTINUE
XS * XS ♦ 1.2
390 CCNTINUE _ _ _  _ _
VST • VS -  1 .0 
XS « 4 .4 0
DO 392 K * i ,5  _ _ ___
YS « VST 
KST * 39 ♦ 5*K
OC 394 J - 1 , 5 ___  _
J J  ■ KST ♦ J
CALL NUMBERIXS, VS, 0 .2 8 , FA RM IJJ), C .C , -1 )
VS ■ YS -  0 .5__  _  ' _
394 CONTINUE    ........
XS * XS ♦ 1.2
392 CONTINUE _   __ _ _
CALL P L O T (1 5 . ,O .C ,  -31
C
C PLOT X AND Y COMPONENTS OF E-F IELO  CN SAME DIAGRAM.
c   '  .......  " ~ ‘       ~  ' ‘
PEC * 362
C      . . . _________ ______
C SEE DESCRIPTION IN PCEGEN FCR"LOCATIONS OF CATA ON F I L E .
C LOOP FROM 1— 10 BELOW IS FOR FCSS iBLc LINES WHICH F IT  ON FILE  
C DO 1000 L* l,1 0_  IS P O S S IB L E .  ___ _
c "  ................   "
00 1000 L - l . l C
C _ _ .  _ _ _
c draw Axes anq oo cthep se t -  ups. ~
c
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C A ll AX IS IO .C , - 5 .C ,  • •* - I ,  10.* 9 C .0 , -5 .PVFAC , YFAC, 1C. I 
IP EC • REC
PEAOI ISVMREC) P H I ,  PMI2, ThF, CSPAN, (PATH II), 1-1,181)
JPEC • RFC ♦ 1.
P EADl I SY'JREC I P H U , PHI2, ThF, OhSTE* IPA P H II), 1*1,181)
1FI THF .£ 0 . SS.C  I GO TO 1C 
HSPAN * OSPAN/2.
C A l l  PLOTl-HSPAK, 0 .0 , 13)
C A l l  PLOT I HSPAN, 0 .0 ,  12)
V * VFAC/20. ....  ........................
DO IOC J»1 ,1S  
X * -HSPAN ♦ < J-l)*C S PA N / l8 .
C A l l  PLOTIX, V, 13)...............  ...........
CALI PIOTIX, -V ,  12)
I F J H 0 ru ,2 )  .E C . C) GC TC ICC
JP  * IC*J -  9 ........................  ...................
X * X/10 . -  0 .2
CALI NUMBER IX , - C .2 ,  0 .1 2 ,  PATH IJP ), C.O , 1)
X * X -  0 .C 7         ' . ""
CALL NUMBERIX, - C .4 ,  0 .1 2 , PA PH (JP ), C.O , II 
IOC CCNTINUE
C TWC ICCPS EELCW APE FOP OAWN-CLSMV) AND P ION IGHT-NCOM X) COMPONENTS -  
C IABIE  EVERY 20TH PCINT ALONG PATH. _
C
C NOTE THAT ON PLOT, POSITIVE VAIUES OF Y-CCPPI CAWN-OUSK) ARE PICTTEO
C OChNWAROI I .E .  AS NEGATIVE” ) .   ..............................  ~
C
C
rPEC = REC * " 2    — ..............  -  .---------------
00 500 IC * I,2
READ! ISV* IREC) P H I ,  PH I2 , ThF , IP A V II ) , 1 -1 ,181 )
"))"•-Bswnr"- ------ -—  ......     —
CALL PIO TIX , - R A Y O ) ,  13)
OC 415 JC * 1 , 1E1
y - - iT -P A Y (J t )  ....................................  ......
CALL PIO TIX , Y, 12)
IF(MODI IJC—11• 20) .N E . C) GC TC 413 ,
C A l l  SYM R< nTx7Tffr,^ 7VF^ ^  , 0 .0 .  1J  ~
CALI PLOTIX, Y, 13)
413 X * X ♦ DNSTE _
415 CONTINUE................             ~~
IREC * REC ♦ 3 .
500 CONTINUE
c m  p l o t ( ro 7 r '5 in r ,  - 3 1 ...............     —
PEC * PEC ♦ 4 .
10C0 CCNTINUE 
GC TO 10
C
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C END PLOT AND SET hFh OP1GIN.
7CC f.A t l PL3T16 .C . - 5 .*  ICC I 
CAU  EXIT
END
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hajnprogram ampgen
C POTENTIAL CONTOUR CENEPATICN PPCCPAH -  WITH FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS AS 
C BOUND ART CONDITIONS PCS MANY CONDUCTING STRIPS. NO PHI DEPENDENCE OF
C CONDUCTIVITY. THIS RCITINE WRITES A fTSK E fLE  WHICH h .'LL BE PLOTTED-----
C BY SEPARATE PROGRAMS CLE TC LARGE AHCUM CF DATA -  WHICH WON'T F IT  IN
c C0RE * . * * J . 36C.  A l .  61 P E C tIRES 236* BYTES AND 360-40 HAS ONLY
C 125K AVAILABLE. THIS VERSTCN IS ES'SFMTALLY SAME AS PROGRAM PCTGeN 
C WRITTEN BY SHIRLEY L ISS .
C
0 TC GET COEFFICIENTS. SCLVE 10 T Y  1C STftL fEm ftU SEG U A T  IONS. ........
c  THEN POTENTIAL ANO ELECTRIC FIELD  CAN EE OBTAINED EASILY.
C UM TS OF POTENTIALS AND E -F IELC  ARE A MULTIPLES OF 25XV I SEE FAC25K
C I . E .  FAC2SK * T 5 kv  T- AND VdLT_7 T fM T '^ E im r r ¥ fC ¥ . ' .... ...................... ...........
C UNIT OF CURRENT « 1C * NFAC K AMFS
__________________RG2I6I
KLABf 5 1 1. '  ~.....~
RA II 181i . PCTSC41 .6J, CB0THI7I, 
ALPHAI61. BETA I6 1 . C0 E FP I4 .6 ,2 01 .
RGI6I. GEC«L<5.2Cl.S8CeufIVmr .
CU RD I5 .5 I, C LR M I5 .5 I, 0ETH I6 ),
. PAPHC18II. CCNSTISt. SP I201 ,  CPI20I____
P I6 ) .
PEAL*4 NFAC
REALPE CHAR(2 .5 )
DIMENSION PCTS2 I41 .61 ,
DIMENSION
1 PAYC1811,
2 N I6 I ,
3 RATHI61,
4 PATHHt 61.
5 P A T H ! I J l i .__________________
DIMENSION CNEATI6 1 ,3 ,4 )
EQUIVALENCE ICBOTHI2J.TH11. IDBCTHI21.TM2I. »OBOTH!4!sTK2S*
I ............... _  .. l O eCTH IS l.TH A ), <0BCTttt6I.TH5>, IDB0THI71.THF)
FCL IVALENCE ICNEATI1 ,1 .1 1. T A P H l i lT ,  .....
1 ( C N E A T d .1 .2 1 . PATM I1 II,
2 ICNEATI 1 .1 .3 1 .  RAYI11 1 ,....
3 ICNEATI 1 ,1 ,4 1, P A H lT  »   ~
COMMON R, S IG , NTF, DTR
DATA P / 6 * C.O /
'DATA '  CHAR/ 'MCR.CENT*. "  ' '  ~   ~...............
'(DENS.I • 
'BOUND.IN*i 
'COLT 101«
•EVE .CEN T ', 
'. (O E N S .I* .
•EVE.W lO.«x
•I0ENS.1 
BUFF » 9 0 .0
DTR ■ 3 .141S92T /  1 80 .C
B
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c FORMAT DISK F ILE  —  RFC 1 -360 -  POTENTIALS FOR EACH PH I, REC Jb T fO R  
c INPUT PARAMETER L IS T , REC 3 (3 -366  PHI AND THfTA CCHP OF RAVI E - llE L D  I 
C SPEC IF ICO CN INPUT CARC I ,  FOLLOWING GFOUPS OF 6 RECORED N I U  HAVE 
C SIMILAR DATA AS LCNC As TNFU t' CiW IS^rW iW ESTrW RAVS~ARf“ IW"‘T ITO in L IST . 
C UP TO 10 PROFILES ARE ALL RIGHT, THEN F I L f  ON DISK IS FULL 
C REC 401 TC 76C CONTAIN THE SFCCNT PQTS2 ARRAY_____________________
CALL CLROSKIE, 76C, 246, 'U*» BUFF)
DEFINE FILE  8I76C, 246 , L , INOEX)
C CALL CLROSK( 8 ,  401, 246, ^U*T~5uFF) ...................... .. .............. . .....
C DEFINE F ILE  61401, 246 , L, INDEXJ
C READ PARAME TERS.
: PFADI1,101) S IG , NTF, OPH1, L IST , FAC25K
R F A D ( l. lO l)  S IG , NTF, OPHI, L IST , NFAC
101 FCRHAT1FIC.2, 15, t lQ .Z V T S T J lO . ii.................. .... .............................. . ..................
PFADI 1 ,102) ID E T H II) , 1 *1 ,6 )  * (A LP H A U ), 1 * 1 ,6 ) ,  I B E T A U I ,1 *1 ,6 1
102 F0RMATI6F1C.2 /  6 F6 .2 , 5X, 6 F6 .2  )
P EAD 11 ,103 ) nCUP  t  ( f , J fV “ T * r ,  S ) , (C U FP fl S ,.
103 FORMAT!5F6.1, 5F1C.3 )
STEP » 1.
T; 1-1, 6
0B C TH IIV I) *  DETHU)
7 Con tin u e
DBOTHUI *  0 .0
G LCAD N ARRAYS AND CONVERT TC RAOIANS AND HALVE.
DC 9 T*T ,"E --------------------------------------
N( 11 * O BOTH IIU ) -  DBOTHII) « 1 
PATH !I) » DETH!I)*DTR 
R A fftHU1 -~ TATH irJ7  2.'--------------------
: N R iT E le ‘ IREC) OETK, A
: I FAC25K, LIST
M RITEIB 'IREC ) OETH, ALPHAe BETA, SIG* CURD, CURH, OPHI, NTF,
 I ------------------------------HFICTTT5T------------ - -----------------------------------------------
: WRITE 13,3011 S IG , OPHI, OETH, ALPHA, BETA, N , NTF, ?AC25K
WRITE(3 ,301 ) SIG* OPHI, OETH, ALPHA, BETA, N , NTF, NFAC
 i  01 FOBMAfr*! INPUT" " > AftTkWTfRT~r s~?----------------------------------------------------------
1 *0 SIGMA F 4 . 1 ,  2X , »MHC*, 10X,
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2* INCREMENT OF PHI »•', F 5 .2 ,  /  1N0, 12X, •REGION'. 19X. »I*» 15X,
S ’  1 • 11 • » 13X, ' I I I ' .  l* X , 'I V * .  1AX, *V». I5X , ' V P .  / .
* • THI, TH2, TH3. TH«, TH5, TMF » 6 I6X, F lO . l l ,  / / . ___________
5 •........  XL PH A T  1 ~ 6~ l ~  6 IF 8. I ,  S X lT  / .
fc A . qgra ( 1 -  t  I • 6 I F 8 .2 , 8X1, / .
7 • POINTS PER REGION • ' .  5X, 6 (1 2 , 16X1,__________ ____
■ B • ------------------- NTF..............' ...........  • *. 13, / / ,  .•
U 9 • UNIT OF CURRENT « ' ,  F 10 .2 , • • 10 * AMP • , / / !
C *> '  _____ UNIT CF POTENT! AL • • . F10 .2 , • * 25 KV*. / ± J ___
"..... RR ITEI3,30aT    - '
% 3C0 FORMAT!• 0ISTRI81T10N AND PAGMTUCE CF F lELO-ALlGNEO CURRENTS*./I
W R !T E I 3 , 2 1 0 I   _  _  _ .............................. ............
210 FORMAT!• * ,4 3X , 'T H » ,  1 3X . •TH2*. 13X , »TH3*. I3 X , *TH 9 ', I3 X ,
% 1 *TH5«, / I
HR1TE (3 ,3 0 5 1 I CHARI 1 ,1 1 , CHABI 2 . 1 I . I CUROII . J ) , C U R M I I , J 1 , J » _ __
... x 1 ,5  J , I *1,5  I “ .......................... .....................................
b  305 FORMAT M l ' ' ,  1CX, 2A8, 11X, 5 I FA .O , * 1 F6. 1,  • ! • ,  AX I ,
I / 11    _ _ _ ...___
C CALL FOR COEFFICIENT AND CALCUUTE POTENTIALS.
C  _ ___________   _  _
CALL OCOMPICURO, C U fcP ,iP C C L , C¥CCU, CONST)
C
CALL KEISLHIALPHA, BETA, RATH, SBCCt, CBOCU,
 c        ' " ~ ~~...
IXL « 1
00 5 ! • 1. t __________________________________
  NN a ' M  I )
00 5 IAN ■ 1, NN
KLA8IIKL) « OSCTHII) » I2N -  1
IKl ♦ 1 
»  5 CONTINUE
_  _ WRITE 13.302) KLAB
 3C2 FCPMAtr///,  * W W  . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . .
fe I ' P H I  *, 1717, / , 2 I • •, 1717, / ) , // )
ROS « P/SIG
***** T H E  W A Y
~ P "ll) • 0 .0
P 16) * O.C
00 1C 1 *2 ,5 _______________  ______________________ ___  ___
p| | )  .  -O .CCCC6* I-ALPH AC I- f i e P T F T T  
1 «■ RCS*CCNST«I-U9SIM RATM I I - 1 I I  1/ ALPH A !I)
10 CONTINUE___________ ;____________;________ _^_________________________________
Cr»  , «  c a CH PH! I —  3NO CE6REE MlTH INCREMENT DPMI INDEX * IP
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C SFT PMAX ■ 0
PPAX ■ C. ....
DC 8 I-X .NTF 
PH IR « l*IP*DTR
S PU »  » SINIPHIR I .................................
C P (I)  » COS(PHIR)
8 CONTINUE ...............................    _
: CALCULATE POTENTIAL in  p o u c h i n g  l c c p s  l c a c in g  r ay  a r r ay  
: IR * 1 -  6 FOR EACH REGION* IN ■ 1 —  M IR )  FOR NUHSSP. OF PQ1» 
: IN EACH REGION.....................   ~~....
DC IOC IR»1 ,6
NK * M IR )     :. ' ...    -
DO 8C IN * l,  NN
THD » C30THIIR) ♦ IN -  X.
IF !  THO .E C . 0 .  ) GO TC X* ............    ' ..... ..
THHR * THD*CTR/2.
JR « JR ♦ 1
CTT .
C GET POTENTIALS.
01 * C.C
DO 20  nT»T*NTf
CTTN « CTTPPNT 
TTN » TT**NT 
T T N 2 » T T N # " T T fr
GO TO < SIC* 520 . 520 . 520 . 520 . 530 ) .  IR
5 ic * °»♦ :.*fTf!u  V S ? ! * * 1.**?!"!1.1 *
2 SPINT) ) * * *
GO TO 20
520 o r ^ c i  * r t t r T  t c i f ? n ,  m , nt » * TW~=ncoCTinr3^ iir.NT)
1 -BETAIIR1  * I CCEFF <3 .I I I . NT) * TTN2 ♦ C 0 E FFU .IR .N T 1  I 1 •
CP<_ * ? L ~ . ?_EE! * <1Rj_ *  ( C C E F F U t lR .N T ) ♦ TTN2 ♦ C 0EFF12 .1R .N T)I
( I TTN2 -  X. I ♦ C 06FF tX ,6 .N T I •
GO TO 20 
530 C l ■ C l ♦ I 1. /  TTN 1 
 X '---------'—
2 TTN2 -  1 . 1 •  C C EFFI3 .6 .N T ) * BETAI61 * I TTN2 ♦ 1.
3 COEFFCX.6.NT) I •  S P IM 1  1
20 eosnwir 1 ~  ~ ...
01 •  01 * 2 .5  /  NFAC • ALPHA!IR) * SIG
I  9  < i s  .EQ . X T C ff. I ff~ .rO ._5 _I_CO_TO
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r~, I * 2.5 *  ALPHAMRI * SI6 /  NFAC
!® GC TO 30
  15 JR * 1      ' ............................................................ .......
i  C ! • 0 .0
C *
30 PNAX » AMAXTl PNAX, ABSl C l 1 I ....................
f  RAY1JRJ .  01
60 CCWTINUE_ ____
100 CONTINUE ~   .....................     -   ' •-
© WP1TEI3«303) IP . IR A V I I I . I « l,5 1 )
303 FCPNAT I • • ,  13, T 8 . 1 TF7 .2 , M l " ,  T8, 17F7 .2 , /  1 . /  »
c          -
© C AT THIS TIME, ME HAVE A SET CF 48 PC TEM IA tS  ALONG LINE OF PHI-CONST.
C NOW WE HOST INTERPOLATE FOR VALUES WE WANT 1 -4 .0  TO 4 .0  IN 0 .2  STEPSI 
C ANC L CAD •POTS* ARRAY! “       —
c
P M K  * ANIN1I FNAX, 4 . CC »
IPHX ■ PWAX/0.2 ......................................  ..........
I I  * 21 -  IPNX 
1H « 21 ♦ IPNX _
C LOOP THROUGH CESIRED POTENTIALS WE WISH TC FIND.
C
C FIRST SET *POTS• ARRAY « 5 9 .0 ....................... ....... ......
C
DC 125 I »1.41
DC 125 J » l, 6
POTS ( I . J l  * 4 4 .C 
POTS211,J] » 99 .0
125 CONTINUE
D C  30C J l * I L , ! h  
SSN ■ 0
SSW2~ * 0 " "
C POTENTIAL AT PCTSIJ1.XX1  I S P S .
R G IJI » 0 . 
R G 2 U ) » 0 . 
130 CONTINUE _
© C LOOP THROUGH CALCULATE!) VALUES TO FIND CUT WHICH TWO PS IS  BETWEEN 
. C ANO S fT  INDICATORS AS EACH REG1CN IS LOACEC.
c  ' : ........ .........
&  00 20C J 2 « l5«c
 ....... I F J  K LAB IJ2 I .EQ . K L A 8 I J 2 * ll I GC TO 2CC
i f i  ra y (j2 >  . i E .  p$ s n i ! r r p r ^ n r T S T i 3 jv i T " ' f ....g o t o  140 ..
© IP I  R AVIJ2I .G T . PS .AND. PS .G E . RAVIJ2«11 » SO TO ISO
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"C TC 200
1C' f i C  » (PS -  R AY IJ2 I) /  IP A Y IJ2 * l)  -  RAY{J2))
TVAl * K LABIJ2 I ♦ FAC
.*•£ TC 160 '    ~
15C FAC ■ IPS -  PA V |J2*1 )) /  IRAVIJ2) -  RAYIJ2*!)}
TVAl ■ MA9IJ2+11 -  FAC
U C  r r  1TC J3■2, 7 .......  ■ ..........................
IF ! TVAL .G T . CB 0T M J3 I I GC TC 17C 
I FI R G U 3 -1 I  .EC . C.O I GC TC 162
TF » O G 2 IJ3 -H  .E C . O.C i GC 7C~ U3 ............................
PEG * J3  -  1
kiF I IE 13 «320 ) BEG, PS, I F _______
C 3 2 C FCP^ATI *0 MCPE Tt-AN CNE FCIFTS TK BEGICN •» F 5 .0 ,
32C FCPMAT|«0 NCRE TFAN TwC F C W S  IN RECICN • , F 5 .0 ,
1 • FOR POTENTIAL • • ,  F 6 .2 , • CN PAY «, 16,
IC^P * 1         - -  ■
162
I** ■J3  -■ 1 i
P C T S IJ l.IX X I  ■ 
GC TO 175 
163 R C 2 IJ2 -1 I » I .  
I XX « J3 -1  
P C T S 2 1 J l.IXXJ 
GC TC 176 
170 CGNTINUE
C SUIT WHEN ALL 6 PEGICKT ItfiflSITo."" '
C
175 SSW_» PGJJlI ♦ PG I2I ♦ RGI3I » R 6 I4I ♦ RGI5I ♦ RGI6I
176 S SH2 * BG2I11 "■ ------ ”  ~  -  " ------------------ --------
SSSS « SSM ♦ SS*2 
IF I SSSS .EQ . 12 . I GC TC 20C
2O' 0 C C N f l NU E 
300 CONTINUE
c
C WR ITE Te~CCPO TO 1 
C
W P lT E Ifl'IP I PCTS
  TP ?  ~ « I T T - I V ---------
WRITE! 3»IP2 } PCTS2
W R!TEI3,3Ca» PCTS2 
3C8 FCRMATI 61• » , 2 1 F 6 .2 ,
   r s w  * TSTOP ♦TBW—1DHP ■
, 20F6 .2  / I  )
, 7 ) GO TC SCO
IF ! L IST  .N E . I I  GO TC 12 !
TVAl
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Gg C WRITE CUT ENTIRE DISK FILE  WHICH FAS BIG POTS ARRAY.
C _ _ . .. . ..............
H P IT E (3 ,3 K I
f .  310 FC 'R --'T !*l —  ENTIRE FILE FROM DISK —  BIG POTS ARRAY *.
DC A lC  J*i»S*>C.INCP _
R EAOC 8 • J l  II  VCTST J I  . J 2 l . J l * l  .A T I . J2* 1,61 
W RITFI3.312I J
312 FORMAT! • »._15 I __ _ ____
MPITEf 3 ,308 ) PCTS 
(s  J J  * J  ♦ 4QQ
REAOI8*JJI 1 1P C T S 2 IJ l> J2 I ,J1*1 .4 1> ,J2»1 ,6 )
HRITE13.3CB1 PCTS2 
<- 41C CONTINUE
CCC COMPUTE ELECTRIC F IELD S.
C
C
C CONSTANTS USJO ARE ALREAOY IN ARRAYS *COEFF* AND *P*.
425 IPEC « 363 '
C
C READ CARD GIVING STARTING ANC ENDING PCINTS OF LINE! PART CF GREAT
C CIRCLE T  ALONG WHICH E - f  IE L0 P M W TU  l T  kANTED. ...... ~...  ....................
C P H I ,  PHI 2, ANC THF
WRITE 13.2201 ____         _ _
220 FORMAT!•
&  W P IT E f3 ,2 2 ii
221 FORMAT!* ». 2CX. «FF0F1LES OF ELECTRIC FIELD* »
'' c .. ....' ' .
&  428 REAOI1 ,112* END-SCC) PH I1 . PH I2 , THF
112 FORMAT13F10.11
~................ 01 F * P H  1 2 - p F I I -------------------------------------     “ ......
%  DIFR « OIFPCTR
T F F R * THFADTR
  CTMFR *  COS1THFR1
6 . STHFR a SINITHFR)
CCIFft • COSIDIPRI______________________________
 SDiFR a S IN IO IF R /2 .1  ~
&  COGAM a CTHFRPCTHFR ♦ STFFP*STHFR*CDIFR
‘ SPAN a ARCCS ICCGAMI_______ ____________________
..............OSPAN *~SPAN /  OTP
U  m i £ P  a SPAN /  IS C .
DWSTE « WSTEP / OTR_________ _________ _
 GANG * ICTHFRPSDIFRI / C0SISPAPA2.I
Cm SALON a 0.0
DC 460 11*1 .181
 * ~ "
^  SSAl *  StNISALCN)
& _
6  •
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CTH » c t h fr *c s a l  ♦ s t h f r * s s *i> cang  
THP ■ a r c o s ic t h j
IF I THR . I T .  C.CC03 I THR ■ 0 .0  
IF I CTH .E C . i  .1 GC TC H i  
STH • SIN(THR)
APHI « ARCOS! ( CSAl -  CTH*CTHFP)/IJTH«STHFR» )
c.c t o m  ........... .................................
116 APHI * C.C
114 PHTR « PHIl*OTR ♦ APHI_________ __
IF ! AFSCPHIRI . I T .  C.0CC3 1 PH1R • C.O 
SPHI * SIN tPHJRJ
CPHI * CO SIPM RI _    __
THO « THR/CTR  ~       '  "
TT -  TANITHR/2.01 
IF I THO . I E .  THl I GC TC 430
I F I THO .G EY  fS l~ T~ B O “ TC-T f«       '
CO 4C 1*1.4
KPEG « I ♦ I   ■ _ _  _ _
fF t  RATH!IJ . I E .  THR .ANO. THR . I T .  RAThTKREGI I GO TO 450 
40 CCNTINUE
430 ETHE » C.C _
EPHI * (5.0 "  “
CC 60 NT-1,NTF
VAR * NT*PH1R
SV -  SINIVARI ............................................         “
cv  = c c s «vap.»
TTN -  TT**INT-1*
ETHE = N f* r c n r fF T T ; T ,T m ^ ^ ^  ,_NTT*Cvl*TT fr»_ETWE— ......
EPHI * NT*! C C E F F ( l, ltN T |* C V  -  CCEFF!3 ,1 .N?l*SV l*TTN ♦ ePHI
60 CCNTINUE_____________       ,_______________ ___
ETHE * FAC»ETHE 
EPHI * FAC*EPHI
 G C T O Y T O  “ ' ' ■“ ""
440 ETHE * 0 .0  
EPHI * 0 .0
 "O lT 7 ff" 'U T « ltW T I! ~ ~ '  ~
VAR * NT4PHIR 
SV * SINIVAR)
  — £V~- C C 5 T W 1 -------------------------------------------------------------   '
TTN * TT*»NT
TTN2 -  TTN*TTN _________  _______
  EfHE -  N W C f 6 ? f ? T i , 6i »WTT*S¥“ ♦" COEP f (5 * ¥ tNT)#CV57TYN
\ •: ETME ’
EPHI * NT*ITTN2 ♦ l. I* (C C E F F !  I,6 ,NTJ«CV  -  C0EFF<3.6,NTI*$V i/jr?N
'   T ♦FPRI------------------------------- -
7C CONTINUE
FAC -  -2 50 0 0 . /  tR»STH)_____________________________  _____________ __
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• _  GO TO 470 ...... ...............
fig 450 EW E a 0 .0  .
EPHI a 0 .0  .
FAC a -25CC0. t  CRASTH) “ "  ........ ~  -  ~ ~ .......  ~.... ~ .............
( ,  DO 90 NT -l.NTF
VAR a NTapHIR '
S i f T 's T f M M T  ~ “       - ...... ....... ............ ...........
(t  CV a COSIVARJ
TTN a TTMNT
. TTN2 a T W a TTN "  ' .- --- ----------------------
(g e w e  a 6THE ♦ tM T/TTN )*(tCCEFF«l,KPEG ,M |ATTN 2 -  CCEFFC2.KREG.NT))
t    »SV ♦ CC0EFFI3.KREC.NTI6TTN2 -  C0EFFC4.KREG.NTIJ*CVI
EPHI a EPHI ♦ INT/TTM)*{ CCCEFF CI ,K R E r ,N tW fN 2  ♦ C O EFFC2".K fiie .W JT " 
Cg I *CV -  t CCEFFI3 . KREG.NTl*TTK2 ♦ C0EFFC4.KREG.NT)!•$¥)
90 CONTINUE
 E W S  FXcaT^ CKR tC ) V  f T F F l ----------------------------------- ”------------ --- ---------------
(g EPHI - FAC*EPH!
47C EY a -ETHE*CTH*SPHI -  EPHI6CPHI      ~
(g C TP a CTM*CPH1
.............CHTE a SQRTC ETHE»ETKE*Ct.- CTP*»2I ♦ 2.*ETHE«EPHI*CTP*SPHI ♦
I EPHI*EPHI*CPTff*CPHI I "-------------
(g IFC EY .L T . O.C » EMTE a -ERIE
EMNTN a EPHIASPH! -  ETHE*CTP
 R AY C111 i~BFTE------------------------- :--------------------— ----------------------------------- — ----
( , R A I C H )  - EMNTN
FATHC H i  <
■  PAPHC11) a PHI P/DTP --- --------------
(g  SALON -  SALON ♦ WS1EP
460 CONTINUE; c - -   __
Q  HRtTEI8*IREC) PHI 1. PH!2» THF. OSFAN. PATH
IREC a IREC ♦ I
W lT lc e ' f R f C )  PH lT , PH 12» "THF, O hSTEPAPW  ~ 
ig  IREC a IREC ♦ I
WR|TEC8*IR£C) PHI 1. PH I2 . THF. SAY
' * ■ IREC a. IREC * I  : ~~ ~ ~ — !----------
&  WRITE!8*IREC) PHIIt PHI2. THF, RAI
IREC e IREC < -  ■
~ W RITEI3.316I * H l l ,  PHI2.
&  316 FORMAT! /  *OPHI a *, F 6 . I .
* »JF5._iJL_/yj_____
W 5I7EC3.230J
&  230 FORMATCIH ,  3I8S* « P H IS  2S. •TH6T6S 7X. 'E Y * . I X ,  'E X ' ,  2 X i,  / i
DO 600 | a | t 4  ’■ :■
0N E A T I6 0 .3 .I I  a 12345678.0.......................................................................
Q  CNEA?(61 .3 .1 1  « I234S67S.C
600 CONTINUEw-R l f m V 318l inoiiiA^itt.ij.iJF, i3ii.4*. i s s n s r r T r . r a n -----
%  318 FORMATI61C* • ,  5X* 3 (F 6 .1 «  2 X . F 5 .1 .  4X . F7.2»  2X , F 7 .2 ,  S X , •#»,
F6.1
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1 3X>» / »l
GC *0 *20 
9C0 C « U  CXIT
•
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
;ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
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